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“Effects of Geometric Parameters of Wavy-Edge Bull-Nose Helical Endmill on Cutting
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ABSTRACT
This research presents the results of the development of a mechanistic cutting
force prediction model for the wavy-edge bull-nose helical endmill (WEBNHE). The
mechanistic model was developed to predict cutting force components and the resultant
cutting force in high-speed end-milling of Inconel 718 under two cooling strategies:
emulsion and Minimum Quantity Lubrication (MQL). The effects of the cooling
strategies are incorporated into the mechanistic model through six cutting force
coefficients (Ktc ,Krc ,Kac), and edge force coefficients (Kte, Kre, Kae), which have been
experimentally identified in a separate research. The mechanistic model was validated by
conducting end-milling experiments on Inconel 718 using a WEBNHE of 1.25” diameter
under emulsion and MQL cooling strategies. In addition to cutting forces prediction, the
mechanistic cutting force prediction model is used to investigate the effects of the cooling
strategy, and the effects of the geometric parameters of the WEBNHE on the predicted
cutting force components and the resultant cutting force. The geometric parameters
investigated in this research were: wave magnitude, wave length, axial shift, and the helix
angle. The cutting force components and the resultant cutting force predicted by this
mechanistic cutting force model under the two cooling strategies were in good agreement
with the experimental results. Additionally, the results show that an increase in the depth
of cut under MQL generates less cutting force than the same increase under emulsion.
Moreover, all predicted cutting force components increase when the magnitude of the
WEBNHE increases, whereas they decrease when the wave length, axial shift, and the
helix angle increase.
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1. INTRODUCTION
End-milling is the most versatile and common material removal process. It creates
a wide variety of features on parts by removing excess material from workpieces in the
forms of small individual chips. This process plays an essential role among modern
manufacturing processes especially in the aerospace, automobile, and die/mold industries.
Cutting force modeling in end-milling is essential for predicting cutting forces, power
and torque requirements, workpiece surface quality, and machine tool vibration. It is also
important for selecting the right jigs and fixtures for clamping the workpieces to assure
successful end-milling performance. Additionally, theoretical knowledge about endmilling forces helps improving the process by apply automation.
A mechanistic cutting force prediction model is an approach in which the cutting
force exereted on a point located on a cutting edge of an endmill during an end-milling
operation is proportional to the instantaneous cross-sectional area of the undeformed chip
at that point. The proportionality constants are called “specific cutting pressures” or
“cutting force coefficients”. These constants take into account the cutter geometry,
cutting conditions, and workpiece material properties. The cutting force coefficients are
calculated by conducting end-milling experiments at different feed rates while keeping
the radial and axial depth of cut constants; then, coefficients are obtained by equating the
analytical expressions for the average cutting and edge forces to their measured
counterparts. The mechanistic cutting force prediction model is distinguished by its
ability to predict the cutting forces of tool-workpiece combinations over a range of
cutting conditions with a reasonable accuracy.
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The wavy-edge bull-nose helical endmill (WEBNHE) is a type of bull-nose
helical endmills which cutting edges are formed as sinusoidal wavy-helical profiles. This
endmill has been designed to reduce the self-excitation vibration, improve the surface
quality, and increase the productivity. In order to use this endmill efficiently and
effectively, the cutting forces, which are expected to encounter this endmill during an
end-milling operation, have to be modeled and predicted. The performance of this
endmill and the resultant cutting forces are significantly affected by the cooling strategy
applied during the end-milling operation. Thus, different cooling strategies have to be
investigated with this endmill to achieve the best end-milling performance. Moreover, the
geometric design of this endmill is complicated. Thus, it is also necessary to investigate
the effect of its geometric design parameters on its resultant cutting forces.
End-milling literature has many state-of-the-art research works, which developed
mechanistic cutting force prediction models for different endmills. However, none of
them dealt with WEBNHE. Additionally, no research work has investigated the endmilling of difficult-to-cut metal such as Inconel 718, using a WEBNHE under different
cooling strategies. Thus, an extensive investigation of this endmill is needed.
In this research, a mechanistic cutting force model is developed to predict the
cutting force components in high-speed end-milling of Inconel 718 using WEBNHE.
This model depends on a mathematical model, which is also developed in this research to
represent the geometry of this endmill. The mechanistic cutting force model also depends
on three cutting force coefficients in the tangential, radial, and axial directions (Ktc, Krc,
Kac, respectively), and on three edge force coefficients (Kte, Kre, Kae), also in the
tangential, radial, and axial directions. These coefficients have been identified
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experimentally in a previous research work and are used in the mechanistic model for
predicting the three cutting force components: Fx, Fy, and Fz. The mechanistic model is
validated using end-milling experiments, that incorporate emulsion and Minimum
Quantity Lubrication (MQL) cooling strategies. In addition to cutting force prediction,
the mechanistic cutting force model is used to investigate the effects of emulsion and
MQL cooling strategies, and the effects of four geometric parameters (wave magnitude,
wave length, axial shift, and the helix angle) of WEBNHE on predicted cutting force
components.
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PAPER
I. DEVELOPMENT OF A MECHANISTIC CUTTING FORCE MODEL FOR
WAVY-EDGE BULL-NOSE HELICAL END-MILLING OF INCONEL 718
UNDER EMULSION COOLING STRATEGY

A. Chukwujekwu Okafor, Abdulhakim Ali Sultan
Laboratory for Computer Numerical Control and Virtual Manufacturing
Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Missouri University of Science and Technology
327 Toomey Hall, Rolla MO. 65409-005, USA
E-mail: okafor@mst.edu

ABSTRACT
This paper presents the results of the development of a mechanistic cutting force
model to predict cutting forces in high-speed end-milling of Inconel 718 using a wavyedge, bull-nose, helical endmill (which hereafter will be abbreviated as WEBNHE). The
model incorporates the effects of emulsion cooling strategy into the mechanistic cutting
force model through the experimental determination of six specific cutting force and edge
force coefficients. The cutting force is predicted as three components (Fx, Fy, and Fz) and
the resultant cutting force FR. The mechanistic cutting force model depends on a
mathematical model to represent the geometry of this endmill, which is also developed in
this research. The mechanistic model also depends on three cutting force coefficients in
the tangential, radial, and axial directions (ktc ,krc ,kac, respectively), and on three edge
force coefficients (kte, kre, kae), also in the tangential, radial, and axial directions. These
coefficients are determined experimentally in a separate work in which “emulsion” was
applied as the cooling strategy. MATLAB codes were developed and used to simulate the
developed mathematical and mechanistic cutting force models. Finally, to validate the
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mechanistic cutting force model, machining experiments were conducted and real cutting
force components were measured and compared with the predicted cutting force
components. The predicted values agree fairly well with the experimentally measured
values in both magnitude and shape. The percentage of the prediction error for the
highest peak force magnitudes at 93 rpm were 11.38 %,−0.46 %, and 11% for the Fx, Fy,
and Fz components respectively, while the percentage prediction error for the lowest
cutting force magnitudes are 15.25%, 17.84%, and 10 % for Fx, Fy, and Fz components
respectively. The developed mechanistic cutting force model can be used to investigate
the effect of tool geometry and machining parameters on cutting forces, machining
power, machine tool vibration, and to simulate the end-milling process to improve
machinability and productivity, and also to understand more fully the end-milling process
using WEBNHE.
Keywords: Mechanistic cutting force modeling; wavy-edge bull–nose helical endmill;
cutting force prediction; Inconel 718; geometric modeling; emulsion cooling-lubrication
strategy.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Cutting force modeling in the end-milling of difficult-to-cut metals such as
Inconel 718 is essential for predicting the cutting forces generated, power and torque
requirements, workpiece surface quality, and machine tool vibration; selecting the right
jigs and fixtures for clamping the workpiece; as well as to assure successful end-milling
performance. There are many different approaches for modeling of cutting forces in the
history of end-milling operations [1]. These approaches can be classified, in general, into
three major categories: empirical, analytical, and mechanistic [1, 2]. For the empirical
approach, a number of end-milling experiments are conducted and the responses are
measured including the cutting force components, tool life, and tool wear. These
responses are then correlated with cutting conditions using empirical functions.
Therefore, the empirical approach is very expensive and time consuming. The analytical
approach to force modeling means that physical mechanisms of cutting are modulated
using numerical algorithms. Due to complex mechanisms such as high strain rates, high
temperature gradients and combined elastic and plastic deformations, the analytical
approach is unable to completely characterize the phenomena that occur on the rake and
flank face of the cutting edges [1]. In the mechanistic modeling approach, expressions for
the mechanistic cutting force model are derived, wherein the total cutting force is
described as resulting from the shearing and ploughing effects of the end-milling process.
Thus, the total cutting force is described as the sum of the cutting and edge forces. In
other words, the cutting force is proportional to the differential cross-sectional area of the
undeformed chip to be removed and the differential length of the cutting edge. The
former parameter accounts for the shearing effect while the later accounts for the
ploughing effect [3, 4, 5]. The proportionality constants of the shearing effect are the
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cutting force coefficients. There are three cutting force coefficients in three perpendicular
directions on the periphery of the endmill: tangential, radial, and axial (ktc ,krc ,kac,
respectively). The proportionality constants for the ploughing effect are the edge force
coefficients. As with the shearing effect, there are three edge force coefficients in the
tangential, radial, and axial directions (kte, kre, kae , respectively). The cutting force and
edge force coefficients take into account the geometric characteristics of the endmill to be
used and the mechanical properties of the part to be machined [2,3]. The mechanistic
modeling approach is the fastest way of predicting cutting forces. However, it is unique
or limited to the specific cutting coefficients of each tool-workpiece couple [2].
A review of the end-milling literature shows that several investigations have been
conducted on state-of-the-art mechanistic cutting force prediction [6]. The study of the
mechanics of the milling process can be traced to Martellotti in 1941[7,8]. He presented a
comprehensive study of the milling operation in which he investigated the kinematics of
the end-milling, cutting edge paths, chip formation, and surface finish of the machined
part. Zheng et al. [9] developed a mechanistic model to predict the cutting forces in the
peripheral milling of Aluminum7075-T6 using a helical endmill. Machining
configuration, cutting parameters, material properties, and endmill/work geometry were
considered in their model, and cutting force was predicted based on the relationship
between the local chip thickness and the cutting edge width, which accounts only for the
shearing effect of the end-milling process and dry machining; no cooling effect was
incorporated into the model. Unlike Zheng et al.’s mechanistic model, Budak et al. [10]
added edge force coefficients to account for the ploughing effect as well. The authors
stated that experimental work to calculate the cutting and edge force coefficients of all
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endmill geometries could be replaced by their model, which depends on an orthogonal
cutting data and generic oblique cutting analysis. Altintas and Lee [11] added differential
edge length to the ploughing effect of Budak et al.’s mechanistic model to create their
mechanistic model which predicts cutting forces in end-milling with ball, helical endmill.
A wide variety of endmill geometries are used in industry; therefore mechanistic
models to predict the cutting forces of these geometries have to be developed. Engin and
Altintas [12, 13] developed a generalized geometric model to represent different endmill
shapes and to study their mechanics and dynamics. Their model also accounts for the
shearing and ploughing effects and depends on instantaneous chip thickness along the
parametric helical edges and true kinematics (structural vibrations of tool and workpiece)
of the milling process. Engin and Altintas [12, 13] model did not consider cutting edge
geometry; rather it considered only endmill envelope geometry. Zhang et al. [14]
developed a mechanistic model to predict the cutting forces of serrated-edge endmills.
Their model considered only the shearing effects in the cutting force prediction, and was
developed based on a mathematical model that represents the complicated profile of the
cutting edges of the serrated endmills. Merdol and Altintas [15] studied the mechanics
and dynamics of a serrated endmill. The authors presented a mechanistic model to predict
the cutting forces of serrated endmills and the effects of the serrated profile on chip load,
force, torque, power and vibration.
It was mentioned previously that mechanistic models need proportionality
constants (cutting and edge force coefficients). Therefore, many attempts have been made
to predict these coefficients. Aderoro and Wen [16] used an arbitrary Lagrangian
formulation that employed finite element analysis to predict the cutting force coefficients.
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They agreed with Budak et al.’s [10] hypothesis that there is no need to conduct
experimental work to determine the coefficients even though the two approaches of
modeling and experimental research are different. Gradisek et al. [3] introduced a semi
empirical mechanistic identification of force coefficients for general endmills. Arbitrary
radial immersion cutting tests of various sizes were conducted to identify the cutting
force coefficients. Similarly, Talekar [4] presented a mechanistic identification of the
force coefficients for a web-based simulation of the cutting force in the high speed endmilling of Titanium alloy. The author validated his model using bull-nose helical endmill.
The wavy edge, bull-nose, helical endmill (WEBNHE) has been designed to
reduce self-excited vibrations and improve machining dynamics. It is used for both rough
and finishing end-milling operations. This endmill has not attracted enough attention in
the literature, and it needs to be subjected to more investigation. Moreover, most of the
mechanistic cutting force models published in the literature have been developed and
tested under dry end-milling only, which does not reflect the actual practice in the
industry where cooling strategies such as emulsion and Minimum Quantity Lubrication
(MQL) are applied. There is a need for a cutting force prediction model that incorporates
the effect of the cooling strategy into the cutting force prediction model.
In this research, a mechanistic cutting force model to predict the cutting forces in
the end-milling of Inconel 718 using WEBNHE under emulsion cooling strategy is
developed. MATLAB codes are developed to simulate the mechanistic model and
validation experiments are conducted to validate the mechanistic cutting force model.
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2. NOMENCLATURE
Symbol

Description

WEBNHE

Wavy-edge, bull nose, helical endmill

ar

Radial depth of cut

aa

Axial depth of cut

ns

Spindle speed.

𝑓

Feed rate (table feed)

𝜙s

Starting angle (the angle at which a cutting edge enters the cutting
zone)

𝜙e

Exit angle (the angle at which a cutting edge leaves the cutting
zone)

𝑑𝑎𝑎

Differential axial immersion

i

Arbitrary axial disk of the endmill

j

Arbitrary cutting edge

hn

Subinterval length( span)

P𝑖𝑗

Arbitrary point at axial disk i and on cutting edge j

𝑟𝑒 (𝑧𝑡 )

Endmill radius at point P𝑖𝑗

k(𝑧𝑡 )

Axial immersion angle

Rr

Radial distance between corner radius center and endmill
centerline

Ro

Corner radius or bull nose radius

zt

Temporary depth of cut (temporary axial immersion)

D

Endmill diameter
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𝜙ij

Polar coordinate or radian immersion angle of point P𝑖𝑗

∅p

Pitch angle between preceding cutting edges

𝜓𝑖𝑗

Lag angle of point P𝑖𝑗

m

Number of knots

𝑆𝑤𝑖𝑗

Distance between the point P𝑖𝑗 and the reference line of every
cutting edge

𝑆𝑙𝑖𝑗

Spline approximation of linear function of cutting edge

Swn

Spline approximation of the wavy function of the cutting edge

𝜓𝑠ℎ𝑖𝑓𝑡(𝑗)

Lag angle at the highest point of the linear part of the cutting edge
(j)

dS

Differential cutting edge length at point P𝑖𝑗

db

Differential chip width

Nt

Number of cutting edges of the endmill.

dFt, dFr, dFa

Differential tangential, radial and axial cutting force components

ktc ,krc ,kac

Cutting force coefficients in the tangential, radial and axial
directions

kte, kre, kae

Edge force coefficients in the tangential, radial and axial directions

𝑓𝑡

Feed per tooth

Fx, Fy, Fz

Cutting force component in the x ,y, and z directions

Ft, Fr , Fa

Tangential, radial, and axial cutting force components.

𝐹𝑅

Resultant cutting force

𝜙aij

Instantaneous angular position of the arbitrary point P𝑖𝑗

𝜉

Cubic degree
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𝜙R

Rotation angle of the endmill

lwe

Length of the wavy edge part of the cutting edge ( the nonlinear
part)

tle

Total axial length of the cutting edge

adw

Number of the axial disks of the wavy part of the cutting edges

adc

Number of the axial disks involved in the cutting

tad

Total number of the axial disks

g

Control function

hc

Instantaneous undeformed chip thickness

λ

Wave length of one cycle of the wavy edge

Ma

Wave magnitude of the sinusoidal wave

Shift (j)

Axial length of the linear part of every cutting edge(j)



Helix angle
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3. MECHANICS OF THE WEBNHE
Figure 1 shows a photograph of the wavy-edge, bull-nose, helical endmill
(WEBNHE) investigated in this research. Unlike the standard helical cutting edge
endmill, the cutting edges of this endmill are formed as sinusoidal-wavy profiles wrapped
along the standard helical cutting edges as shown in Fig.1.

Fig. 1. Photograph of a Wavy-edge, Bull-nose, Helical Endmill (WEBNHE)
Figure 2 shows up-end-milling with the WEBNHE showing tool-workpiece
engagement, differential cutting force components, and axial discretization of the
endmill. Figure 2a depicts the WEBNHE engaged in partial radial immersion (radial
depth of cut, ar ) and axial immersion (axial depth of cut, aa ), at cutting speed (ns) and
federate (f), starting angle (∅s ) and exit angle (∅e ). The radial and axial immersions can
be selected based on the capability of the milling machine to be used, the capability of the
endmill, and the geometry of the workpiece to be machined. To predict the cutting force
components (Fx, Fy, and Fz) and the resultant cutting force (FR) generated by the endmilling process, the endmill has to be axially discretized into very small disks of
thickness (daa ), as shown in Figs. 2a, 2b, and 2c; then, the differential tangential, radial,
and axial cutting force components (dFt , dFr , and dFa respectively) of only the disks
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involved in the cutting are calculated. Eventually, all differential cutting force
components, which have been calculated previously, are integrated and projected onto the
Cartesian axes (x, y, and z) of the machine.

a) The WEBNHE Engaged in Partial Radial Immersion Up-milling, Showing Machining
Parameters (aa, ar, ns, f, ∅s and ∅e )
Fig. 2. Up-end-milling with WEBNHE Showing Tool-workpiece Engagement,
Differential Cutting Force Components and Axial Discretization of the Endmill
Predicting the differential cutting force components exerted on a certain cutting
edge requires establishing a mathematical model to represent the geometry of that cutting
edge. Therefore, an arbitrary point (P𝑖𝑗 ) located on the axial disk (𝑖) and cutting edge (𝑗)
was selected and a mathematical model to represent the geometry of the WEBNHE at
point (P𝑖𝑗 ) was derived. Figures 2b and 2c show the disk (i) and the differential cutting
force components exerted on the arbitrary point P𝑖𝑗 .
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b) The Axial Discretization of the Endmill and the Differential Tangential, Radial, and
Axial Cutting Force Components Exerted on the Cutting Edge of an Arbitrary Disk

c) The Differential Tangential, Radial, and Axial Cutting Force Components Exerted on
an Arbitrary Point P𝑖𝑗 on the Cutting Edges
Fig. 2. Up-end-milling with the WEBNHE Showing Tool-workpiece Engagement,
Differential Cutting Force Components and Axial Discretization of the Endmill (cont.)
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GEOMETRIC MODELING OF THE WEBNHE
Engin and Altintas [12] have developed a generic mathematical model to
represent many helical endmills geometrically. Regardless of the endmill shape, their
model divided the geometry of the helical endmills, in general, into two geometric
components: the envelope (outer shape) and the cutting edge shape. The envelope is the
part of the endmill that intersects with the workpiece material to produce a particular
workpiece shape, while the cutting edge shape encompasses the Cartesian and polar
coordinates of every point on the cutting edges. The cutting edge shape was assumed to
be helical in Engin and Altintas model. The same principle was adopted in this study
except that the cutting edge shape is not helical; but is a wavy form wrapped along the
helical cutting edges. The next section will explain both parts of the WEBNHE.
THE WEBNHE’S ENVELOPE
The sectional view of the envelope of the WEBNHE is shown in Fig. 3. Similar to
Engin and Altintas’s model [12], the envelope of the WEBNHE can be divided into two
zones: the arc zone and the cylindrical zone as shown in Fig. 3a. The arc zone is located
between points O, M, and N, while the cylindrical zone is located between points N and
S. Point P𝑖𝑗 is selected to define the envelope in both zones. The radial and axial
coordinates of point the P𝑖𝑗 are defined by 𝑟𝑒 (z𝑡 ) which connects the arbitrary point P𝑖𝑗
and the center line of the endmill at the point (zt ), which represents the temporary axial
depth of cut. The point P𝑖𝑗 is radially defined in the two zones as follows:
1- For the arc zone (see Fig. 4, axial immersion of point 𝐏𝒊𝒋 on the envelope),
(𝐵𝐶)2 + (𝐴𝐵)2 = (𝐴𝐶)2
(𝐵𝐶)2 + (𝑅0 − 𝑧𝑡 )2 = (𝑅0 )2
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𝐵𝐶 = √R20 − (𝑅𝑜 − 𝑧𝑡 )2
𝑟𝑒 (z𝑡 ) = 𝑅𝑟 + √R20 − (𝑅0 − 𝑧𝑡 )2

(1)

2- For the cylindrical zone
𝑟𝑒 (zt ) = 𝐷/2

(2)

The point P𝑖𝑗 also has an axial immersion that is defined by the axial immersion
angle 𝑘(zt ) which can be calculated at any point along the envelope using the triangles
ABC and DEC as illustrated in Fig. 4.
EC BC
=
DC AC
re (zt ) √R2o − (R o − zt )2
=
DC
Ro
DC =

re (zt )×Ro
√R2o −(Ro −zt )2

re (zt )

sin k(zt ) =

re (zt ) × R o
]
√R2o − (R o − zt )2
1-For the arc zone
[

k(𝑧𝑡 ) = sin−1 √1 − (1 −

zt 2
)
Ro

2-For the cylindrical zone
𝜋
𝑘(𝑧𝑡 ) =
2

(3)

(4)
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a) The Arc and Cylindrical Zones

b) Top View Showing Radial Immersion Up-milling
Fig. 3. A Sectional View of the Envelope of the WEBNHE Showing a) the Arc Zone and
Cylindrical Zone and b) Top View Showing the Radial Immersion (∅𝑖𝑗 ) of Point P𝑖𝑗
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Fig. 4. Axial Immersion of Point Pij on the Envelope
DIFFERENTIAL CHIP WIDTH
Due to the presence of bull nose in the wavy-edge, bull nose, helical endmills, the
differential axial disk thickness (daa) could not be used for the chip cross-sectional area
calculation, which is needed for cuting force calculation; instead, the chip width (𝑑𝑏)
would be used so it has to be identified along the cutting edges. Figure 5 depicts the chip
width for both zones, which can be calculated using Eqs. (5) and (6) as follows:
1-For the arc zone
daa
𝑑𝑏 =
sin(k)
2-For the cylindrical zone
𝑑𝑏 = 𝑑𝑎𝑎
where the axial immersion angle (k) can be calculated from Eqs. (3) and (4).

(5)
(6)
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Fig. 5. Chip Widths in the Arc and Cylindrical Zones
MATHEMATICAL MODEL FOR WAVY-EDGE GEOMETRY
To develop a mathematical model to represent the wavy cutting edge, the polar
coordinate or the radial immersion (∅𝑖𝑗 ) of the arbitrary point P𝑖𝑗 , which defines the wavy
cutting edge, has to be identified. From Fig. 3, it is obvious that ∅𝑖𝑗 is a function lag
angle 𝜓𝑖𝑗 , which is a function of axial immersion. The lag angle 𝜓𝑖𝑗 of P𝑖𝑗 is the radian
angle between the lower tip of (1) the cutting edge (j) on which the point P𝑖𝑗 is located,
and (2) the point P𝑖𝑗 . Figure 6 illustrates the lag angles 𝜓𝑖𝑗 (the red semi-circles) of the
first cutting edge and a reference line that passes through the lower point of the cutting
edge and parallel to the endmill’s axis. In this work, while the lag angle of P𝑖𝑗 is
calculated relative to the reference line of the same cutting edge, the ∅𝑖𝑗 ′𝑠 of all cutting
edges are calculated relative to the reference line of the first cutting edge. Equation (7)
can be used to identify ∅𝑖𝑗 .
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∅𝑖𝑗 = (𝑗 − 1)∅𝑝 − 𝜓𝑖𝑗

(7)

where ∅p is the pitch angle between every two consecutive cutting edges as illustrated in
Fig. 3b, ∅p could be measured at the face of the endmill or calculated by Eq. (8) as
follows:
∅p =

2π

(8)

Nt

where Nt is the number of cutting edges (flutes) of the endmill.
To approximate 𝜓𝑖𝑗 ′𝑠 for all cutting edges, the WEBNHE has to be unfolded as
shown in Fig. 7 (top view). The red highlighted area is the zone in which the endmill
intersects the workpiece. This zone will be referred to later in the simulation section.

Fig. 6. Lag Angles of the First Cutting Edge
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Fig. 7. Unfolded WEBNHE Engaged in Partial Radial Immersion Up-milling
Figure 7 clearly shows that the unfolded cutting edges are barely piecewise
functions of two parts: linear and nonlinear part. Figure 8 illustrates the first two wavy
cutting edges of the WEBNHE and their linear and nonlinear parts. Figure 8 also depicts
the 𝜓𝑖𝑗 ′𝑠 which needs to be approximated and their linear distances (𝑆𝑤𝑖𝑗 = 𝑟𝑒 𝜓𝑖𝑗 ) that
need to be calculated. 𝑆𝑤𝑖𝑗 is the spline approximation of the wavy function at disk (i)
and cutting edge (j), and 𝑟𝑒 is the endmill radius.
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Fig. 8. First Two Wavy-cutting Edges of the WEBNHE and their Linear and Nonlinear
Parts
3.4.1. Linear Function
The linear part of the unfolded wavy-cutting edge is barely a line inclined by the
helix angle (γ) from the axis of the endmill (z-axis). The axial (vertical) length of the
linear function of every cutting edges is henceforth called “Shift (j)” where (j) again is
the cutting edge number. Obviously, these lengths are not constants; rather, they increase
as the edge number of the cutting edge increases. All “Shift” values have been obtained
from the manufacturer of the WEBNHE.
The approximation of the linear function 𝑆𝑙𝑖𝑗 can be obtained using Eq. (9) as follows:
𝑆𝑙𝑖𝑗 = 𝑖 × 𝑑𝑎𝑎 × (−𝑡𝑎𝑛(𝛾))

(9)
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The sign before the tangent (tan) is negative because these cutting edges are “right
handed” and would be positive if the cutting edges were “left handed”
3.4.2. Nonlinear Function Approximation by Cubic Spline Approximation
3.4.2.1. Creation of primary points for the wavy or the nonlinear part
The nonlinear function of the wavy part is a sinusoidal function inclined by the
helix angle (𝛾) as shown in Fig. 8. Due to the uniformity of the magnitude and wave
lengths of the wavy functions of all cutting edges, only one wavy function is
approximated, duplicated and shifted to creat the nonlinear parts of all the cutting edges.
The cubic spline approximation approach is used to interpolate the wavy function [17].
The wavy function is built on data points called “knots” as {(𝑥1 , 𝑧1), (𝑥2 , 𝑧2 ), (𝑥3 , 𝑧3 )…
(𝑥𝑚+1 , 𝑧𝑚+1 )}, where a1= z1 < z2 < z3, …< zm+1=b [17]. The distance between every two
successive points (𝑧𝑚 + 𝑧𝑚+1 ) is called a “span”. To create the konts, primary points
(𝑥𝑝1 , 𝑧𝑝1 ), (𝑥𝑝2 , 𝑧𝑝2 ), … (𝑥𝑝𝑚+1 , 𝑧𝑝𝑚+1 ) are needed. The primary points are located so
that the z-coordinate of each of them is equal to one-half of the wave length (λ) away
from each other, while the x-coordinate is equal to the magnitude (Ma) along the negative
direction of x-axis as shown in Fig. 9a. Both the magnitude and the wave length were
obtained from the manufacturer of the WEBNHE.
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a) The primary points of the wavy-profile approximation
Fig. 9. The process of creating knots and spans for spline approximation of the wavy
profile
3.4.2.2. Rotation of the primary points by the helix angle to create knots and spans
for spline approximation
The primary points created in the last section have to be rotated by the helix angle
relative to the z-axis. The rotation matrix in Eq. (10) was used for this process. Figure 9b
shows the rotation process, which results in the creation of the knots.
𝑥𝑚
cos(𝛾) −sin(𝛾) 𝑥𝑝𝑚
[𝑧 ] = [
][
]
sin(𝛾) cos(𝛾) 𝑧𝑝𝑚
𝑚
𝑥𝑚 = 𝑥𝑝𝑚 × 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝛾) − 𝑧𝑝𝑚 × 𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝛾)
𝑧𝑚 = 𝑥𝑝𝑚 × 𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝛾) + 𝑧𝑝𝑚 × 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝛾)

(10)
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b) Rotation of the Primary Points by Helix Angle to Create the “knots”
Fig. 9. The Process of Creating Knots and Spans for Spline Approximation of the WavyProfile (cont.)
The resultant points from the rotation process are known as the “knots” (𝑥𝑚 , 𝑧𝑚 ),
which are the points to be used for the spline approximation of the wavy-edge function,
where the x-coordinates are a function of the z-coordinates.
As mentioned previously, 𝑆𝑤𝑖 approximates the linear (horizontal) distances between the
reference line and the inclined wavy profile at every point along the z-axis as shown in
Fig. 9b. The cubic spline approximation used to interpolate the functions 𝑆𝑤𝑖 can be
expressed as:
𝑆𝑤𝑖 = 𝑎𝑛 + 𝑏𝑛 (𝑧𝑖 − 𝑧𝑛 ) + 𝑐𝑛 (𝑧𝑖 − 𝑧𝑛 )2 + 𝑑𝑛 (𝑧𝑖 − 𝑧𝑛 )3

(11)

Where (n) is the subinterval of the wavy-profile (n=0,1,2,3…m-1). a, b, c, and d are
geometric coefficients, which have to be calculated at every subinterval (n). More detail
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about the cubic spline approximation for the unfolded wavy edge is available in the
Appendex.
3.4.2.3. Creating the whole cutting edge profile (linear and nonlinear)
Since both the linear and nonlinear parts were approximated, the cutting edges
can be created by shifting the first point of the wavy (nonlinear) part to the last point of
the linear part for every cutting edge. Equation (12) could be employed as follows:
{

𝑧𝑖𝑗 ≤ 𝑆ℎ𝑖𝑓𝑡(𝑗)
𝑧𝑖𝑗 > 𝑆ℎ𝑖𝑓𝑡(𝑗)

𝜓𝑖𝑗 = 𝑆𝑙𝑖𝑗 /r𝑒
𝜓𝑖𝑗 = 𝑆𝑤𝑖𝑗 /r𝑒 + 𝜓𝑙𝑠ℎ𝑖𝑓𝑡(𝑗)

}

(12)

Where (𝜓𝑙𝑠ℎ𝑖𝑓𝑡(𝑗) ) is the lag angle at the upper end of the linear part of edge (j).
3.4.3. Length of the Cutting Edge Segment (dS).
The differential cutting edge length (dS) is a part of the WEBNHE’s geometry.
Thus, it has to be defined.The differential edge length (dS) is affected by the axial
location of P𝑖𝑗 , and can be calculated using the following equations:
1. For the arc zone
2

𝑑𝑆 = |𝑑𝑟| = 𝑑∅𝑖𝑗 √𝑟𝑒 2 (∅𝑖𝑗 )+(𝑟𝑒 ′ (∅𝑖𝑗 )) + (𝑧 ′ (∅𝑖𝑗 ))2

[3,4,13]

(13)

Since (𝑟𝑒 ), ∅𝑖𝑗 , and 𝜓𝑖𝑗 depend on the instantaneous elevation ( zt ), Eq. (13) can be
rewritten as:
2

𝑑𝑆 = 𝑑𝑎𝑎 √(𝑟𝑒 (𝑧𝑡 ) 𝜓′ (𝑧𝑡 )) +(𝑟𝑒 ′ (𝑧𝑡 ))2 + 1
𝜓(𝑧𝑡 ) =

2.tan(𝛾)
𝐷

(𝑧𝑡 )

(14)
(15)

Due to the presence of the corner radius and the absence of the wavy-edge profile at the
arc zone,the lag angle can be calculated as:
𝜓(𝑧𝑡 ) =

tan(𝛾)
𝑅𝑜

(𝑧𝑡 )

(16)
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By diffrentiating Eq. (16) with respect to the elevation (zt ) as follows:
𝜓′ (𝑧𝑡 ) =

tan(𝛾)

(17)

𝑅𝑜

Using Eq. (1), 𝑟𝑒 ′ (𝑧𝑡 ) can be calculated by differentiating as follows:
𝑟𝑒 ′ (𝑧𝑡 ) =

𝑧𝑡 −𝑅𝑜

(18)

√𝑅𝑜2 −(𝑅𝑜 −𝑧𝑡 )2

Substituting Eqs. (1), (17), and (18) into Eq. (14) gives dS in the arc zone as:
2

𝑑𝑆(𝑧) = 𝑑𝑎𝑎 √[

𝑅𝑟 +√𝑅𝑜2 −(𝑅𝑜 −𝑧𝑡 )2
𝑅𝑜

(𝑧 −𝑅𝑜 )2

𝑡
] tan2 𝛾 + 𝑅2 −(𝑅
𝑜

2
𝑜 −𝑧𝑡 )

+1

(19)

More information about this derivation can be found in [3,4]
2-For the cylindrical zone
The differential cutting edge length in the cylinderical zone, dS, can be calculated
easily using Eq. 20 and as described in Fig. 10.

𝑑𝑆 = √(||𝑆𝑤(𝑖+1) | − |𝑆𝑤(𝑖) ||)2 + (𝑑𝑎𝑎 )2

(20)

4. MECHANICS OF THE WAVY-EDGE BULL NOSE HELICAL END-MILLING
Previous studies [3,4,9,12,13,16] have shown that the end-milling cutting force is
proportional to the instantaneous cross-sectional area of the undeformed chip, which is a
time dependent factor. Differential tangential, radial, and axial cutting force components
(𝑑𝐹𝑡 , 𝑑𝐹𝑟 , and 𝑑𝐹𝑎 ) acting on a point P𝑖𝑗 can be calculated by Eq. (21) as follows.
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Fig. 10. The Differential Cutting Edge Length (dS) of the Wavy-cutting Edge in the
Cylindrical Zone
𝑑𝐹𝑡 (∅𝑗 , 𝑧𝑡 ) = 𝑘𝑡𝑒 𝑑𝑆 + k 𝑡𝑐 h𝑐𝑖𝑗 . 𝑑𝑏
𝑑𝐹𝑟 (∅𝑗 , 𝑧𝑡 ) = 𝑘𝑟𝑒 𝑑𝑆 + k 𝑟𝑐 h𝑐𝑖𝑗 . 𝑑𝑏
𝑑𝐹𝑎 (∅𝑗 , 𝑧𝑡 ) = 𝑘𝑎𝑒 𝑑𝑆 + k 𝑎𝑐 h𝑐𝑖𝑗 . 𝑑𝑏

(21)

Equation (21) was developed based on the assumption that the dynamic and run
out of the endmill were neglected as was considered in [3,4,9,12,13,16]. The
proportionality constants are called “specific pressures” or “force coefficients”. As shown
in Eq. (21), three of these coefficients are called “cutting force coefficients” (ktc, krc, and
kac ), in the tangential, radial, and axial directions, respectively). The other three force
coefficients are called “edge force coefficients” (kte, kre, and kae) , and also directed in the
tangential, radial, and axial directions, respectively. These coefficients take into
consideration the geometry of the endmill, cutting conditions, and endmill and workpiece
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material properties [2,4,9,12,13]. These coefficients are identified either mechanistically
from milling tests conducted at a range of feed rates, or from a set of orthogonal cutting
tests using an oblique transformation method [13]. For this reason, these coefficients have
been identified mechanistically from end-milling tests in a separate study [18].
Recall Figs. 3 and 4, illustrating that the instantaneous chip thickness h𝑐𝑖𝑗 at point P𝑖𝑗 is a
function of the axial immersion angle (k 𝑖𝑗 ), feed-per-tooth (𝑓𝑡 ), radial immersion (ar), and
cutting angle (∅𝑗 ), and it can be calculated by Eq. (22) as follows:
h𝑐𝑖𝑗 = 𝑓𝑡𝑖𝑗 ∗ sin(∅𝑖𝑗 ) . sin(k 𝑖𝑗 ) . g(∅𝑖𝑗 )

(22)

The function g(∅𝑖𝑗 ) is a unit step function that controls whether the cutting edge is
engaged or not; it controls Eq. (22) as follows:
g(∅𝑖𝑗 ) = 1 when (∅𝑠 ) < (∅𝑖𝑗 ) < (∅𝑒 )
g(∅𝑖𝑗 ) = 0 when (∅𝑠 ) > (∅𝑖𝑗 ) or (∅𝑖𝑗 ) > (∅𝑒 )

(23)

Feed-per-tooth of point P𝑖𝑗 can be calculated using Eq. (24) as follows:
𝑓𝑡(𝑖𝑗) =

(∅𝑗+1 −∅𝑗 )𝑖 ×𝑓

(24)

𝑛𝑠 ×2𝜋

Since the milling machine has three perpendicular axes, the differential cutting
force components (𝑑𝐹𝑡 , 𝑑𝐹𝑟 and 𝑑𝐹𝑎 must be redirected or projected onto the machine’s
x,y, and z axes, which are arranged in a mutually perpendicular configuration. Equation
(25) can be used [3,4,12,13]:
− cos(∅𝑖𝑗 )
𝑑𝐹𝑥
[𝑑𝐹𝑦 ] = [ sin(∅𝑖𝑗 )
𝑑𝐹𝑧
0

− sin(∅𝑖𝑗 ) sin(𝑘𝑖𝑗 )
−cos(∅𝑖𝑗 ) sin(𝑘𝑖𝑗 )
− cos(𝑘𝑖𝑗 )

− sin(∅𝑖𝑗 ) cos(𝑘𝑖𝑗 )

𝑑𝐹𝑡
− cos(∅𝑖𝑗 ) cos(𝑘𝑖𝑗 )] [ 𝑑𝐹𝑟 ]
𝑑𝐹𝑎
− sin(𝑘 )
𝑖𝑗

(25)
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The total cutting force for each cutting edge can be calculated by integrating the
differential cutting force components (𝑑𝑓𝑥 , 𝑑𝑓𝑦, 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑑𝑓𝑧 ) along the wavy-helical cutting
edges.
𝑁

𝑎

𝑁

𝑎

𝑎
𝑡
𝐹𝑥 (∅𝑖𝑗 ) = ∑𝑖=1
∫0 𝑑𝐹𝑥 {∅𝑖𝑗 (𝑧𝑡 , 𝑘𝑖𝑗 )}. 𝑑𝑧
𝑎
𝑡
𝐹𝑦 (∅𝑖𝑗 ) = ∑𝑖=1
∫0 𝑑𝐹𝑦 {∅𝑖𝑗 (𝑧𝑡 , 𝑘𝑖𝑗 )}. 𝑑𝑧

𝐹𝑧 (∅𝑖𝑗 ) =

𝑎𝑎
𝑡
∑𝑁
𝑖=1 ∫0 𝑑𝐹𝑧

(26)

{∅𝑖𝑗 (𝑧𝑡 , 𝑘𝑖𝑗 )}. 𝑑𝑧

Substituting Eq. (25) into Eq. (26) yields:
𝑎

𝐹𝑥 (∅𝑖𝑗 )

𝑎
𝑡
∑𝑁
𝑗=1 ∫0 [−𝑑𝐹𝑡 cos(∅𝑖𝑗 )

𝐹𝑦 (∅𝑖𝑗 ) =

𝑎
𝑡
∑𝑁
𝑗=1 ∫0 [−𝑑𝐹𝑡 sin(∅𝑖𝑗 )

𝐹𝑧 (∅𝑖𝑗 )

𝑎

𝑎𝑎
𝑁𝑡
{ ∑𝑗=1 ∫0 [0

−𝑑𝐹𝑟 sin(∅𝑖𝑗 ) sin(𝑘)

−𝑑𝐹𝑎 sin(∅𝑖𝑗 )]𝑑𝑧

−𝑑𝐹𝑟 cos(∅𝑖𝑗 ) sin(𝑘)

−𝑑𝐹𝑎 cos(∅𝑖𝑗 )] 𝑑𝑧 (27)

−𝑑𝐹𝑓𝑟 cos(𝑘𝑖𝑗 )

−𝑑𝐹𝑎 sin(𝑘)] 𝑑𝑧 }

5. SIMULATION OF CUTTING FORCE COMPONENTS
SIMULATION OF THE WEBNHE’S GEOMETRY USING MATLAB
MATLAB code was developed to simulate the geometric model of the WEBNHE.
The simulation process was achieved in seven major tasks (Figs. 11and 12). Task 1,
defines the geometric parameters needed for the wavy profile approximation: D, Nt, Shift
(j), m, γ, λ, Ma, 𝑅𝑜 , and Rr. Symbols such as 𝑤, 𝑤1, 𝑤2 , …𝑤𝑛 , i , j, and n) were used as
counters in this simulation process. After defining the geometric parameters, the primary
points were created: (𝑥𝑝1 , 𝑧𝑝1 ) , (𝑥𝑝2 , 𝑧𝑝2 ), (𝑥𝑝3 , 𝑧𝑝3 ),… (𝑥𝑝𝑚 , 𝑧𝑝𝑚 ). The code creates a
number of primary points based on the number of subintervals of the wavy cutting edges.
In Task 2, the primary points created in Task 1 are rotated using Eq. (10). By rotating the
primary points, the knots are created. Task 3 defines the other geometric parameters such
as: the axial depth of cut 𝑎𝑎 , length of the wavy edge part (𝑙𝑤𝑒), total length of the
cutting edges (𝑡𝑙𝑒), differential axial disk thickness 𝑑𝑎𝑎 , number of disks involved in the
cutting (𝑎𝑑𝑐), axial disks of the wavy part (𝑎𝑑𝑤), and the total number of axial disks
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(𝑡𝑎𝑑). For the simulation, it is important to make sure that 𝑎𝑑𝑐, 𝑎𝑑𝑤, and (𝑡𝑎𝑑) are
“integers”. Task 4 is dedicated to calculating the spline constants (𝑎𝑛 , 𝑏𝑛 , 𝑐𝑛 , and 𝑑𝑛 ). In
Task 5, the cubic spline approximation of the wavy profile part is developed. The
approximation of every subinterval is accomplished by taking into account the spline
constants (𝑎𝑛 , 𝑏𝑛 , 𝑐𝑛 , and 𝑑𝑛 ) for every subinterval. Tasks 1 to 5 are illustrated in the flow
chart in Fig.11. Figure 12 shows the flow chart for Tasks 6 and 7. The approximations
obtained from Task 5 are linear distances; however, they need to be converted to polar
coordinates, which is achieved in Task 6. Task 7 is dedicated to creating all cutting edges
by approximating the linear part of the wavy edge, converting it to polar coordinates, and
copying and shifting the polar coordinates of the wavy-profile to create all the cutting
edges. Since the cutting edges are distributed on the WEBNHE’s circumference, the
wavy-profile polar approximation should be shifted axially and radially so that its first
point matches the last point of every polar coordinate of the linear part of every cutting
edge. The axial length of the whole cutting edge is discretized into small axial disks so
that the approximation at every axial disk can be achieved. MATLAB determine whether
the approximation is for a linear or wavy part based on the axial location of the disk.
Figure 13 illustrates the tasks, starting from the creation of the primary points to
the formation of the wavy cutting edges.
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Start

Input geometric parameters:
D, Nt, shift(j), m , γ ,λ ,Ma , Ro, Rr.
.
No
xp(w)= -(Ma)

w=1:m+1

Yes

tx(w)<(0)

zp(w)=(w-1)*λ /2
tx(w)=(-1)^w;

xp(w)=0

zp(w)

xp(w)

1

w=1:length(zp)

x(w),z(w)

2
x(w)=xp(w)*cos(γ)-zp(w)*sin(γ)
z(w)=xp(w)*sin(γ)+ zp(w)*cos(γ)

Define geometric parameters:
lwe, tle, daa,adc,adw,tad

w=1:m

w=1:m+1

w=2:m

w=2:m

h(w)=z(w+1)-z(w)

a(w)=x(w)

A=(m+1,m+1)

B=(m+1,1)

3

w=1:m

4

c(w)=(B(w)/A(w))
b(w)=a(w+1)-a(w)/h(w)-h(w)/3)*2c(w)+c(w+1)
d(w)=(c(w+1)-c(w)/ 3*h(w))

h(w), a(w), b(w), c(w), d(w); p=1, o=1, Z
n=1: m
o=o+1
p=n2

n2= p:length(Z)
z(n)<=Z(n2)&Z(n2)<=z(n+1)

5
No

Yes

Sw(n)=a(n)+b(Z(n2)-z(n))+ c(Z(n2)-z(n))2+ d(Z(n2)-z(n))3
End

Fig. 11. Flow Chart of the Geometric Simulation Using MATLAB (Tasks 1-5)
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Start

Input: Sw(i,j), aa, steps_rev
Calculate: lwe, tle, daa, adc adw, tad, d𝜙
W=1:adw+1

6
𝜓w(w)=(2*s(w)/D)

j=1:Nt

qw=1

7

i=1:tad

zzt(i)=(i-1)*daa

Yes

zzt(i)) <= Shift (j)

No

𝜓L(i,j)=(2*zzt(i)/(D))*(-tan(γ))

𝜓L@Shift(j)=𝜓L(Shift,j)

𝜙p=2*pi/Nt

(i,j)= Sw(qw)+ 𝜓L@Shift(j)

(i,j)= 𝜓L(i,j)+(𝜙p*(j-1))

qw=qw+1

(i,j)

End

Fig. 12. Flow Chart of the Geometric Simulation Using MATLAB (Tasks 6-7)
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Fig. 13. Geometric Simulation of the WEBNHE
SIMULATION AND PREDICTION OF CUTTING FORCES
Cutting force simulation is achieved in three Tasks. The Task 1 is intended to
define the geometric model that has been developed in the previous section. Besides the
geometric model, the cutting force prediction requires the identifications of the cutting
force coefficients (ktc ,krc ,kac) and edge force coefficients (kte, kre, kae ). Moreover, other
parameters such as the starting angle (∅𝑠 ), exit angle(∅𝑒 ), cutting speed (ns), table feed
(f), and feed per tooth (ft) have also to be identified. The feed-per-tooth (𝑓𝑡 ) is calculated
in Task 2 based on the table feed and the difference between the polar coordinates of Pij
and its counterpart on the following cutting edge as stated in Eq. (24). Task 3 is the main
task and is dedicated to simulating the mechanistic cutting force model to predict the
cutting force components. Simulation in this Task is implemented in three overlapping
loops: loop A (LA in Fig.14) calculates and integrates the incremental cutting forces over
the axial part of the cutting edge involved in the cutting, while loop B (LB) repeates loop
LA for every cutting edge of the endmill. Loop C (LC) rotates the endmill and repeat loops
LA and LB at every rotational step (𝑑∅𝑅 ). As the simulation process is conducted over one
revolution or more, two further components are needed: a reference line for the
simulation process, and a rotation index. Recall Fig. 7 which depicts the unfolded
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WEBNHE with four cutting edges engaged in partial radial and axial immersion upmilling. The y-axis was selected as a reference line for this simulation. The radial
immersion angles (∅𝑖𝑗 ′𝑠) of the cutting edges were measured with reference to this line.
The red shaded area in the top view of Fig. 7 is the unfolded cutting zone where the
endmill interacts with the part to be machined. It is obvious that the first cutting edge is
about to enter the cutting zone, followed by the second cutting edge, while the fourth
cutting edge is already engaged in the cut. For the rotation index, one revolution (2π) has
been divided into small increments (steps per revolution or 𝑑∅𝑅 ) and rounded to the
nearest integer for the purpose of simulation accuracy. It was essential to modify Eq. (7)
so a new term (∅𝑅 ) was added to get the instantaneous radial cutting angle (∅𝑎𝑖𝑗 ) of the
point Pij as in Eq. (28).
∅𝑎𝑖𝑗 = ∅𝑅 + (𝑗 − 1)∅𝑝 − 𝜓𝑖𝑗

(28)

It was also necessary to assure that ∅𝑎𝑖𝑗 is always greater than zero and less than
2π, and the cutting force components return to zero when the endmill rotates one
rotational step. Bull-nose geometry was not considered in the geometric simulation but it
was considered in Task 3 as a condition where the axial depth is either equal to or greater
than the bull nose radius. Whether the axial depth of cut is greater or less than the bullnose radius, the differential length of the cutting edge, 𝑑𝑆, the chip width, and the axial
immersion angle were defined. Finally, the cutting edge segment or disk is either within
or outside of the cutting zone based on its radial immersion angle ∅𝑎𝑖𝑗 . So if the segment
or disk was located inside the cutting limits (between ∅𝑠 𝑎𝑛𝑑 ∅𝑒 ), the cutting force
components were calculated; otherwise they were counted as zero.
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Start

Input: ∅(i,j), ns, ktc, kac, krc, kte, kae, kre, steps

1

w1 = 1:1:steps

j=1:Nt

Input: Fx=0, Fy=0, Fz=0

i=1:adc

LC

2

j = 1:Nt

No

j+1>Nt

LB

3

Yes

i = 1:asc

LA

∅𝑖,𝑗+1 = 2𝜋 − |∅𝑖,1 |
𝑤1
∅𝑅 = 𝑤1 − (fix
) × 𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑝𝑠𝑟𝑒𝑣 × 𝑑∅
𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑝𝑠𝑟𝑒𝑣
𝑓𝑡𝑖,𝑗 = (∅𝑖,𝑗+1 − ∅𝑖,𝑗 ) ∗

𝑓
𝑛𝑠 × 2π

∅𝑎𝑤1,𝑖,𝑗 = ∅𝑅 + ∅𝑖,𝑗
zt=i*daa
Yes

Yes

𝜙a >=2 𝜋

zt<=Ro
No

𝜙a = 𝜙a-2𝜋
𝜙e >=𝜙a >=𝜙s

𝐾 = √(1 − (1 − 𝑧𝑡 /𝑅𝑜 )2
db = 𝑑𝑎𝑎 /sin(𝑘), 𝐸 = 𝑅𝑜 2-(𝑅𝑜 -𝑧𝑡 )2

Yes

dS = √(||S(i + 1, j)| − |S(i, j)||)2 + (daa )2 )

No
Ft=0
Fr=0
Fa=0
k=0

k= 𝜋 /2 , db=daa
𝑅𝑟 + √𝑅𝑜2 − (𝑅𝑜 − 𝑧𝑡 )2 2
(𝑧𝑡 − 𝑅𝑜 )2
𝑑𝑆 = 𝑑𝑎𝑎 √[
] tan 𝛾 + 2
+1
𝑅𝑜
𝑅𝑜 − (𝑅𝑜 − 𝑧𝑡 )2
hc=ft(i,j)*sin(𝜙a{w1}(i,j))*sin(k)
Ft=(ktc*db*hc)+(dS*kte)
Fr=(krc*db*hc)+(dS*kre)
Fa=(kac*db*hc)+(dS*kae)

Fx=Fx-Fr*sin(𝜙a{w1}(i,j))*sin(k)-Ft*cos(𝜙a{w1}(i,j))-Fa*sin(𝜙a{w1}(i,j))*cos(k)
Fy=Fy-Fr*cos(𝜙a{w1}(i,j))*sin(k)+Ft*sin(𝜙a{w1}(i,j))-Fa*cos(𝜙a{w1}(i,j))*cos(k)
Fz=Fz-Fr*cos(k)-Fa*sin(k)
𝐹 = √(𝐹𝑥 2 + 𝐹𝑦 2 + 𝐹𝑧 2 )

End

Fig. 14. Flow Chart of the Mechanistic Cutting Force Prediction Simulation
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6. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION
Several experiments have been conducted to validate the developed mechanistic
cutting force model. A Cincinnati Milacron Sabre 750 Vertical Machining Center (VMC)
with an Acramatic 2100 controller was used to conduct end-milling experiments on
Inconel 718, which is a difficult-to-cut metal. A WEBNHE of 31.75 mm (1.25 in.)
diameter and 3.048 mm corner radius with six cutting edges was used for up-milling.
Experiments were conducted under two cutting speeds (ns) of 93 and 62 rev/min, while
the other cutting parameters were as follows: axial depth of cut (aa = 18.75 mm), radial
depth of cut (ar =1.75mm), feed rate (f = 41.85 mm/min), and the emulsion cooling
strategy.
The three components (Fx, Fy, and Fz) of the cutting force were measured at the
two speeds using a Kistler 9272 four-component dynamometer. A Kistler Type 5010B
dual mode amplifier was used to amplify the output signals generated by the
dynamometer. The amplified signals were passed through a low pass filter with a cut off
frequency of 680 Hz to decrease the undesirable noise from the end-milling process. A
Tektronix TDS 420A digitizing oscilloscope was used to acquire the amplified and
filtered signals at 1 kHz sampling frequency, using a number of sample points (N) per
signals of 5000, resulting in a time domain record length of 5 seconds. The digitized
outputs were acquired, saved and sent to computer for analysis. The time domain was
converted to angles to match the x-axis of the cutting force components predicted by the
mechanistic model. The identified six specific cutting and edge force coefficients
obtained from end-milling at 93 and 62 rpm, and under emulsion cooling are shown in
Table 1.
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Table1. Cutting Force and Edge Force Coefficients for End-milling with WEBNHE
under Emulsion Cooling Strategy at Two Cutting Speeds 93 and 62 rpm
Cutting
ktc
krc
kac
kte
kre
kae
2
2
2
N/mm
N/mm
N/mm
N/mm
N/mm
N/mm
speed (rpm)
93
6489.7
−7951.9
179.057
−21.384
9.6
−3.296
62
3172.2
−5135.1
−746.5
40.2797
− 45.6
3.3919
7. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Figures 15 and 16 show the comparative plots of measured (red) and predicted
(blue) cutting force components (𝐹𝑥 , 𝐹𝑦 , 𝐹𝑧 ) and the resultant cutting force (FR) at the two
spindel speeds of 93 and 62 rpm respectively. The predicted and measured cutting force
components in the x and y directions in both cases are in acceptable agreement in
magnitude and shape. It was also observed that lower cutting force components were
generated by the higher spindel speed.
In the case of the 93 rpm spindel speed, the predicted Fx component, which is
perpendicular to the feed direction, varied from a maximum value of 802 N to a
minimum value of 461 N, while the Fy component in the feed direction, varied from a
maximum value of 2787 N to a minimum of 1532 N. The percentage prediction error for
the maximum force was 11.38% for the Fx and −0.46% for the Fy component, while the
prediction error for the minimum force was 15.25% for the Fx and 17.84% for the Fy
component. All of these values are shown in Table 2. The percentage error comparing the
predicted and measured cutting force component Fz was a little bit larger than those for
the Fx and Fy components but it was within the acceptable range. The shape and
magnitudes were acceptaple as well. Similar observations were reported in some previous
studies [18, 19, 20].
In the case of the 62 rpm spindel speed, the Fx component, which is perpendicular
to the feed direction, varied from a maximum value of 1099 N to a minimum value of
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906 N, while the Fy component in the feed direction, varied from a maximum value of
3305 N to 2564 N. The percentage prediction error for the maximum force was −0.09%
for the Fx and 13.96% for the Fy component; while the prediction error for the minimum
force was 13.25% for the Fx and 0.35% for the Fy component. Again, the percentage error
between the predicted and measured cutting force component Fz was a little larger than
those for the Fx and Fy components.
Regarding to cutting force peaks per cutter rotation, the number of peaks reflect
the number of cutting edges of the endmill. Unlike the standard helical endmills, where
the maximum cutting force magnitude for all cutting edges is identical, the maximum
cutting force magnitude generated by each wavy-cutting edge is unique. This is an
expected consequence of the unique geometry of every cutting edge. Figures 17 and18
show the predicted cutting forces for the WEBNHE and for the standard bull-nose helical
endmill (SBNHE) respectively. It is obvious that the cutting force magnitude and shape
are affected by the new wavy features, which might alter the operational parameters such
as tooth passing frequency. Therefore, more investigation needs to be conducted on the
cutting forces generated by the WEBNHE, their frequency contents, and their effect on
chatter (vibration). Table 2 and 3 show the predicted and measured maximum cutting
force per tooth and the percentage prediction errors.
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Fig. 15. Measured and Predicted Cutting Force Components for the WEBNHE at 93
rpm
Table 2. Maximum Absolute Values of the Predicted and Measured Cutting Force
Components at 93 rpm
Cutting force
component

FX

Fy

FZ

FR

Predicted
Measured
% Error
Predicted
Measured
% Error
Predicted
Measured
% Error
Predicted
Measured
% Error

j1

j2

Cutting edge
j3
j4

802
611
461
503
720
500
400
600
11.38
22.2
15.25
−16.16
2787
2071
1532
1811
2800
1800
1300
1800
−0.46
15.05
17.84
0.611
330
330
330
331
200
200
300
300
65
65
10
10.33
2918.81 2184.32 1633.53 1908.47
2897.99 1878.82 1392.83 1920.93
0.71
16.25
17.28
−0.64

j5

j6

549
700
−21.57
1896
2000
−5.2
333
300
11
2001.77
2140.09
−6.46

555
600
−7.5
1914
1900
0.735
332
200
66
2020.30
2002.49
0.88
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Fig. 16. Measured and Predicted Cutting Force Components for the WEBNHE at 62 rpm
Table 3. Maximum Absolute Values of the Predicted and Measured Cutting Force
Components at 62 rpm
Cutting force
component

Fx

Fy

Fz

FR

Predicted
Measured
% Error
Predicted
Measured
% Error
Predicted
Measured
% Error
Predicted
Measured
% Error

j1

j2

1020
1320
−22.72
3305
2900
13.96
668
560
19.28
3522.73
3235.11
8.89

906
800
13.25
2564
2555
0.35
686
500
37.2
2804.55
2723.60
2.97

Cutting edge
j3
j4

1001
1120
−10.62
2783
2850
−2.35
702
350
100.57
3039.71
3082.10
−1.37

1077
1250
−13.84
2926
3162
−7.46
711
366
94.26
3197.95
3419.75
−6.48

j5

j6

1099
1100
−0.09
2967
2650
11.96
711
560
26.96
3242.90
2923.37
10.93

1087
1300
−16.38
2963
2652
11.72
712
580
22.75
3235.41
3009.90
7.49
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Fig. 17. Predicted Cutting Force Components and the Resultant Cutting Force (FR) for
the WEBNHE at 93 rev/min Cutting Speed

Fig. 18. Predicted Cutting Force Components and the Resultant Cutting Force (FR) for
the Standard Bull-nose Helical Endmill
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8. CONCLUSIONS
A mathematical model to represent the geometry of the WEBNHE, and a
mechanistic cutting force model were developed to predict the cutting forces in the highspeed end-milling of Inconel 718 using WEBNHE under emulsion cooling and
lubrication strategy. MATLAB codes were developed to simulate the geometric and
mechanistic cutting force models. From the results of this investigation, the following
conclusions can be drawn:
1. A mechanistic cutting force model for wavy-edge bull-nose helical endmill
(WEBNHE) incorporating the effects of the cutting force and edge force coefficients,
and the effect of the emulsion cooling/lubrication strategy was successfully developed
for the prediction of cutting force components in the end-milling of Inconel 718.
2. The geometry of the endmill is represented by a mathematical model that uses the
polar coordinate and the cubic spline approximation approach to represent the
geometries of the envelope and the wavy-cutting edges, respectively.
3. The mechanistic cutting force model considers the ploughing and shearing effects of
the end-milling process in the cutting force prediction.
4. A MATLAB code was developed to simulate the mathematical model of the
geometry of the endmill.
5. A MATLAB code that simulates the cutting force components and the resultant
cutting force for the high-speed end-milling of Inconel 718 using WEBNHE under an
emulsion cooling-lubrication strategy was developed.
6. The developed mechanistic cutting force model was validated by conducting endmilling experiments on Inconel 718 blocks, on a vertical machining center and, using
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a WEBNHE of 1.25” diameter, and the cutting force components were measured and
compared to the predicted counterparts.
7. The predicted cutting force components were very much in agreement with the
measured cutting force components in the shape and magnitude in the x, y and zdirections.
8. The maximum percentage prediction error for the highest peak force magnitudes at 93
rpm were 11.38 %, −0.46 % and 11% for Fx, Fy, and Fz, respectively, while the
maximum percentage prediction error for the highest peak force magnitudes at 62
rpm were −0.09 %, 13.96 %, and 22.7% for the Fx, Fy, and Fz components
respectively. The percentage prediction error for the lowest cutting force magnitudes
at 93 rpm were 15.25%, 17.84%, and 10 % for the Fx, Fy, and Fz components
respectively, while the percentage prediction error for the lowest cutting force
magnitudes at 62 rpm were 13.25%, 0.35%, and 19.28 % for the Fx, Fy, and Fz
component respectively.
9. The WEBNHE generated lower cutting forces at the higher spindle speed of 93 rpm
than at the low spindle speed of 62 rpm.
10. The proposed research methodology is an easy, quick, and inexpensive method for
determining the specific cutting and edge force coefficients of any tool-workpiece
material pair, especially difficult-to-cut metals such as Inconel and Titanium alloy.
11. The developed mechanistic cutting force model can be used to investigate the effect
of tool geometry and machining parameters on cutting forces, machining power,
machine tool vibration, and to simulate end-milling process for improving
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machinability and productivity, as well as gain an understanding of the end-milling
process using the WEBNHE.
9. APPENDIX
CUBIC SPLINE APPROXIMATION FOR THE WAVY FUNCTION OF THE
UNFOLDED WAVY CUTTING EDGES
The cubic spline approximation approach can be expressed as:
3
𝜉

𝑓(𝑧𝑡 ) = ∑ 𝑎𝜉 𝑍𝑡

(A. 1)

𝜉=0

Equation (A.1) can be used to create a curve between the subintervals of the wavy function
with a domain 𝑧𝑛 and 𝑧𝑛+1 . All curves of the subintervals must be joined smoothly from
end to end to become a single smooth curve between 𝑧1 and 𝑧𝑒𝑛𝑑 . 𝑆wn has to satisfy the
following conditions [17]:
1) Sw is a cubic spline polynomial denoted by Swn in each subinterval {zn , zn+1}..
n=0,1,2,m-1.
2) Sw and its first and second derivatives are continuous on a set of intervals from z1 to
zm+1.
These two conditions can be expressed in the interval [z1, zm+1] as
𝑆𝑤𝑛 (𝑧𝑛 ) = 𝑓(𝑧𝑛 ),

𝑛 = 0,1,2, … , 𝑚

(A. 2)

𝑆𝑤𝑛+1 (𝑧𝑛+1 ) = 𝑆𝑤𝑛 (𝑧𝑛+1 ),

𝑛 = 0, 1, 2, … , 𝑚 − 2

(A. 3)

𝑆𝑤 ′ 𝑛+1 (𝑧𝑛+1 ) = 𝑆𝑤𝑛′ (𝑧𝑛+1 ),

𝑛 = 0, 1, 2, … , 𝑚 − 2

(A. 4)

′′ (𝑧
′′
𝑆𝑤𝑛+1
𝑛+1 ) = 𝑆𝑤𝑛 (𝑧𝑛+1 ),

𝑛 = 0, 1, 2, … , 𝑚 − 2

(A. 5)

Equation (A.1) can be expressed as
𝑓(𝑧𝑡 ) = 𝑆𝑤𝑛 (𝑧𝑡 ) = 𝑎𝑛 + 𝑏𝑛 𝑧𝑡 + 𝑐𝑛 𝑧𝑡 2 + 𝑑𝑛 𝑧𝑡 3 n=0, 1, 2, … m-1
Restating Eq. (A.6) in a way that is more convenient yields:

(A. 6)
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𝑓(𝑧𝑡 ) = 𝑆𝑤𝑛 (𝑧) = 𝑎𝑛 + 𝑏𝑛 (𝑧 − 𝑧𝑛 ) + 𝑐𝑛 (𝑧 − 𝑧𝑛 )2 + 𝑑𝑛 (𝑧 − 𝑧𝑛 )3

(A. 7)

To construct the spline, it is necessary to determine all these coefficients 𝑎𝑛 , 𝑏𝑛 , 𝑐𝑛 , and 𝑑𝑛
for every subinterval (𝑧𝑛 , 𝑧𝑛+1 ).
Applying Eq. (A.7) to a typical single span that is limited by the two end points zn and zn+1
results in the following:
For the point 𝑧𝑛 ,
𝑆𝑤𝑛 (𝑧𝑛 ) = 𝑎𝑛 + 𝑏𝑛 (𝑧𝑛 − 𝑧𝑛 ) + 𝑐𝑛 (𝑧𝑛 − 𝑧𝑛 )2 + 𝑑𝑛 (𝑧𝑛 − 𝑧𝑛 )3 = 𝑎𝑛

(A. 8)

For point 𝑧𝑛+1,
𝑆𝑤𝑛 (𝑧𝑛+1 ) = 𝑎𝑛 + 𝑏𝑛 (𝑧𝑛+1 − 𝑧𝑛 ) + 𝑐𝑛 (𝑧𝑛+1 − 𝑧𝑛 )2 + 𝑑𝑛 (𝑧𝑛+1 − 𝑧𝑛 )3

(A.9)

To simplify the process, (𝑧𝑛+1 − 𝑧𝑛 ) is replaced by ℎ𝑛
ℎ𝑛 = 𝑧𝑛+1 − 𝑧𝑛
Therefore,
𝑆𝑤𝑛 (𝑧𝑛+1 ) = 𝑎𝑛 + 𝑏𝑛 ℎ𝑛 + 𝑐𝑛 ℎ𝑛2 + 𝑑𝑛 ℎ𝑛3

(A. 10)

𝑆𝑤𝑛+1 (𝑧) = 𝑎𝑛+1 + 𝑏𝑛+1 (𝑧 − 𝑧𝑛+1 ) + 𝑐𝑛+1 (𝑧 − 𝑧𝑛+1 )2 + 𝑑𝑛+1 (𝑧 − 𝑧𝑛+1 )3
𝑆𝑤𝑛+1 (𝑧𝑛+1 ) = 𝑎𝑛+1 + 𝑏𝑛+1 (𝑧𝑛+1 − 𝑧𝑛+1 ) + 𝑐𝑛+1 (𝑧𝑛+1 − 𝑧𝑛+1 )2
+ 𝑑𝑛+1 (𝑧𝑛+1 − 𝑧𝑛+1 )3
𝑆𝑤𝑛+1 (𝑧𝑛+1 ) = 𝑎𝑛+1

(A. 11)

Differentiate Eq. (A.7) yields:
𝑆𝑤𝑛′ (𝑧) = 𝑏𝑛 + 2𝑐𝑛 (𝑧 − 𝑧𝑛 ) + 3𝑑𝑛 (𝑧 − 𝑧𝑛 )2

(A. 12)

𝑆𝑤𝑛′′ (𝑧) = 2𝑐𝑛 + 6𝑑𝑛 (𝑧 − 𝑧𝑛 )

(A. 13)

𝑆𝑤𝑛′′ (𝑧𝑛+1 ) = 2𝑐𝑛 + 6𝑑𝑛 (𝑧𝑛+1 − 𝑧𝑛 ) = 2𝑐𝑛 + 6𝑑𝑛 ( ℎ𝑛 )
The spline representing the wavy function must satisfy Eqs. (A.2), (A.3), (A.4), and (A.5);
therefore, applying Eqs. (A.2) and (A.3) yields:
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𝑆𝑤𝑛 (𝑧𝑛 ) = 𝑓(𝑧𝑛 ) = 𝑎𝑛
𝑆𝑤𝑛 (𝑧𝑛+1 ) = 𝑆𝑤𝑛+1 (𝑧𝑛+1 ) = 𝑎𝑛+1
From Eq. (A.10)
𝑎𝑛+1 = 𝑎𝑛 + 𝑏𝑛 ℎ𝑛 + 𝑐𝑛 ℎ𝑛2 + 𝑑𝑛 ℎ𝑛3

(A. 14)

Applying Eq. (A.12)
𝑆𝑤𝑛′ (𝑧𝑛 ) = 𝑏𝑛 + 2𝑐𝑛 (𝑧𝑛 − 𝑧𝑛 ) + 3𝑑𝑛 (𝑧𝑛 − 𝑧𝑛 )2 = 𝑏𝑛
and
𝑆𝑤𝑛′ (𝑧𝑛+1 ) = 𝑏𝑛 + 2𝑐𝑛 (𝑧𝑛+1 − 𝑧𝑛 ) + 3𝑑𝑛 (𝑧𝑛+1 − 𝑧𝑛 ) 2
𝑆𝑤𝑛′ (𝑧𝑛+1 ) = 𝑏𝑛 + 2𝑐𝑛 ℎ𝑛 + 3𝑑𝑛 ℎ𝑛2
Also,
′
(𝑧) = 𝑏𝑛+1 + 2𝑐𝑛+1 (𝑧 − 𝑧𝑛+1 ) + 3𝑑𝑛+1 (𝑧 − 𝑧𝑛+1 )2
𝑆𝑤𝑛+1
′
(𝑧𝑛+1 ) = 𝑏𝑛+1 + 2𝑐𝑛+1 (𝑧𝑛+1 − 𝑧𝑛+1 ) + 3𝑑𝑛+1 (𝑧𝑛+1 − 𝑧𝑛+1 )2
𝑆𝑤𝑛+1
′
𝑆𝑤𝑛+1
(𝑧𝑛+1 ) = 𝑏𝑛+1
′′ (𝑧)
𝑆𝑤𝑛+1
= 2𝑐𝑛+1 + 6𝑑𝑛+1 (𝑧 − 𝑧𝑛+1 )
′′ (𝑧
𝑆𝑤𝑛+1
𝑛+1 ) = 2𝑐𝑛+1 + 6𝑑𝑛+1 (𝑧𝑛+1 − 𝑧𝑛+1 )
′′ (𝑧
𝑆𝑤𝑛+1
𝑛+1 ) = 2𝑐𝑛+1

Applying Eq. (A.4) yields:
𝑏𝑛+1 = 𝑏𝑛 + 2𝑐𝑛 ℎ𝑛 + 3𝑑𝑛 ℎ𝑛2

(A. 15)

Similarly Eqs. (A.13) and (A.5) yield
2𝑐𝑛 + 6𝑑𝑛 ℎ𝑛 = 2𝑐𝑛+1
or
𝑐𝑛+1 = 𝑐𝑛 + 3𝑑𝑛 ℎ𝑛

(A. 16)
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The relationships between the various coefficients of 𝑆𝑤𝑛 have been defined in Eq. (A.7).
Solving Eq. (A.16) results in:
𝑑𝑛 =

𝑐𝑛+1 − 𝑐𝑛
3ℎ𝑛

(𝐴. 17)

Substituting d𝑛 into Eqs. (A.14) and (A.15) yields:
𝑎𝑛+1 = 𝑎𝑛 + 𝑏𝑛 ℎ𝑛 +

ℎ𝑛2 (2𝑐𝑛 + 𝑐𝑛+1 )
3

(𝐴. 18)

and
𝑏𝑛+1 = 𝑏𝑛 + ℎ𝑛 (𝑐𝑛 + 𝑐𝑛+1 )

(𝐴. 19)

Since all values of 𝑎𝑛′ 𝑠 are known, Eq. (A.18) can be solved for 𝑏𝑛 as follows:
𝑏𝑛 =

(𝑎𝑛+1 − 𝑎𝑛 ) ℎ𝑛 (2𝑐𝑛 + 𝑐𝑛+1 )
−
ℎ𝑛
3

(𝐴. 20)

Up to this point, the derivatives of Swn and Swn+1 have been matched, which is a
necessary condition for the smoothness of two curves joined at a point. A similar match
of the derivatives of Sn-1 and Sn yields
𝑏𝑛 = 𝑏𝑛−1 + ℎ𝑛−1 (𝑐𝑛−1 + 𝑐𝑛 )
𝑏𝑛−1 =

(𝐴. 21)

𝑎𝑛 − 𝑎𝑛−1 ℎ𝑛−1 (2𝑐𝑛−1 + 𝑐𝑛 )
−
ℎ𝑛−1
3

(𝐴. 22)

Substituting Eq. (A.22) into Eq. (A.21) and simplifying yields:
𝑏𝑛 =

𝑎𝑛 − 𝑎𝑛−1 ℎ𝑛−1 (𝑐𝑛−1 + 2𝑐𝑛 )
+
ℎ𝑛−1
3

(𝐴. 23)

Combining Eqs. (A.20) and (A.23) and simplifying yields:
ℎ𝑛−1 𝑐𝑛−1 + 2(ℎ𝑛−1 + ℎ𝑛 )𝑐𝑛 + ℎ𝑛 𝑐𝑛+1 = 3 (

𝑎𝑛+1 − 𝑎𝑛 𝑎𝑛 − 𝑎𝑛−1
−
)
ℎ𝑛
ℎ𝑛−1

(𝐴. 24)

Note that Eq. (A.24) is for one subinterval and that the 𝑐𝑛′ 𝑠 expresions are unknowns,
since the ℎ𝑛′ 𝑠 and 𝑎𝑛′ 𝑠 are knowns. If the values of 𝑐𝑛′ 𝑠 in Eq. (A.24) can be solved, the
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rest of the constants, 𝑏𝑛′ 𝑠 and 𝑑𝑛′ 𝑠 would be determined by Eqs. (A.17) and (A.20). For
all subintervals of wavy or nonlinear parts, Eq. (A.24) can be used to produce a system of
m-1 Equations with m+1 unknowns by using a matrix to express Eq. (A.24) as follows:
ℎ1 2(ℎ1 − ℎ2 )
0
ℎ2
[
0⋯⋯
0…
0⋯⋯
0…
𝑎3 −𝑎2
ℎ2
𝑎4 −𝑎3
ℎ3
𝑎5 −𝑎4

=3

ℎ4
𝑎𝑚−1 −𝑎𝑚−2

[

ℎ𝑚−2

−
−
−

ℎ2
2(ℎ2 + ℎ3 )
ℎ𝑚−2
0

0
ℎ3
2(ℎ𝑚−2 + ℎ𝑚−1 )
ℎ𝑚−1

𝑐1
0⋯⋯
⋯⋯0
𝑐2
0⋯⋯
⋯⋯0
][ ⋮ ]
ℎ𝑚−1
0
𝑐𝑚
2(ℎ𝑚−1 + ℎ𝑚 ) ℎ𝑚 𝑐𝑚+1

𝑎2 −𝑎1
ℎ1
𝑎3 −𝑎2
ℎ2
𝑎4 −𝑎3

(A. 25)

ℎ3

⋮
𝑎
−𝑎𝑚−3
− 𝑚−2
]
ℎ
𝑚−3

BOUNDARY CONDITIONS OF THE SPLINE
Since the number of unknowns (m+1) are more than the number of equations m-1,
Eq. (A.25) can not be solved unless two additional equations are specified. The two
further equations are called “the boundary conditions of the spline.” Indeed, there are two
options:
1- Natural boundary conditions
This is applied when there is zero curvature; in other words a natural spline is
applied when there is no force on either end of the spline to bend it beyond the last
points, this results in a flat-shaped (zero curvature) natural spline, as shown in Fig. A.1a,
which is represented in Eq. (A.26) as:
Sw″ (z1)=0= Sw″ (zm)

(A.26)
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2- Clamped boundary conditions
A calmped spline (sometimes called a “complete spline”) is applied when the
derivative of both boundaries (both ends of the spline ) are specified; which is
represented in Eq. (A.27) as follows:
Sw″(z1) = BC1, Sw″ (zm) = BC2

(A.27)

To comply with the design of the WEBNHE, the clamped spline is the condition
applied in this approximation. The clamped spline is shown in Fig. A.1b.

a) Natural spline.

b) Clamped spline.
Fig. A.1. Natural and clamped splines
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ABSTRACT
This paper presents the result of the development of a mechanistic cutting force
prediction model for the wavy-edge, bull-nose, helical endmill (WEBNHE). The effect of
emulsion and Minimum Quantity Lubrication (MQL) cooling strategies are incorporated
into the mechanistic model through six experimentally identified specific cutting and
edge force coefficients obtained under each cooling strategy. The model was validated by
conducting end-milling experiments on Inconel 718 under emulsion and MQL cooling
strategies, and was used to investigate the effects of these cooling strategies and
machining parameters on predicted cutting force components (Fx, Fy, Fz) and the resultant
cutting force (FR). The cutting force components (Fx, Fy, Fz) and the resultant cutting
force (FR) predicted by the developed model were in good agreement in shape and
magnitude with their measured counterparts. The cutting force components (Fx, Fy, Fz)
and the resultant cutting force (FR) predicted under the two cooling strategies show that
MQL generates lower cutting force components than emulsion cooling. All cutting force
components (Fx, Fy, Fz) and FR decrease with an increase in the spindle speed and a
decrease in the feedrate under the two cooling strategies. The cutting force component in
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the feed direction, Fy, is the largest and most affected by the cooling strategy, followed by
Fx, and then Fz. End-milling under MQL generates lower cutting force components (Fy
and Fx) than under emulsion cooling at the two spindle speeds investigated. Both Fy and
Fx components increase with an increase in the axial depth of cut, however, their rates of
increase under MQL are very low compared to under emulsion cooling. This means that
MQL allows for a higher axial depth of cut at lower cutting forces than emulsion cooling.
The cutting force component, Fz, is not affected by the axial depth of cut but is affected
by the cooling strategy. The investigation shows that the MQL cooling strategy presents
less environmentally harmful residuals and could significantly improve the machinability
of Inconel 718; this method meets the demand for cleaner machining of this metal, and
serves as an effective and efficient alternative to usingemulsion as the cooling strategy.
Keywords: Mechanistic cutting force prediction; wavy-edge bull-nose helical endmill;
Minimum Quantity Lubrication; emulsion; Inconel 718; end-milling parameters.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Cutting force prediction in end-milling operations is essential especially when
machining Nickel-based superalloy such as Inconel 718, which is categorized as a
difficult-to-machine metal due to its lower thermal conductivity, high hardness at
elevated temperature, high work-hardening tendency, exceptional shear strength,
incomparable wear resistance, high tendency to weld and adhere to the cutting edges, and
high cutting force which is generated during the end-milling operations of this material
(Dudzinski, et al., 2004). The prediction of cutting forces is necessary for the prediction
of tool and workpiece deflections, chatter vibration characteristics, and strength
requirements of cutting tools, jigs and fixtures, and for determining the power
requirements in machining operations. The prediction of cutting forces also prevents
problems such as premature tool wear and breakage, machine and workpiece damage,
and inaccurate machining dimensions. Cutting fluids play an essential role in cutting
force reduction and in the improvement of the surface quality of the machined parts.
However, due to health and environmental concerns about using conventional synthetic
coolants in machining operations, national and international authorities issue strict
regulations and constraints that force manufacturing companies to reduce their use of
conventional emulsion coolants or replace them with health and environmental friendly
alternatives (Yuan, Yan, Liu, & Liu, 2011). Therefore, the end-milling literature presents
many studies related to replacing, reducing, and even eliminating the conventional
emulsion (petroleum-based substance) cooling. Dudzinski et al. (2004) conducted a
review of some of the latest studies on the dry high speed machining of Inconel 718.
Zhang and Wang (2012) compared the cutting forces and tool life in the end-milling of
Inconel 718 under dry and Minimum Quantity Cooling Lubrication cutting conditions
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(MQCL). MQCL is a cryogenic compressed air combined with biodegradable vegetable
oil sprayed by two nozzles onto the tool-work piece interface. Zhang and Wang (2012)
reported that MQCL reduced cutting forces drastically compared to the dry cutting, and
that tool life increased by 1.57 times compared to the dry cutting. Su (2007) investigated
the effects of four cooling strategies (dry cutting, MQL, cooling air, and a combination of
cooling air and MQL (CAMQL) in the high speed end-milling of AISI D2 cold work tool
steel on tool wear, surface finish, and chip shape. They reported that CAMQL reduced
tool wear drastically, improved surface roughness, and elongated tool life. Kang (2008)
compared the performance of coated carbide in end-milling of AISI D2 cold-worked die
steel under dry, flood, and MQL cooling strategies. They reported that cutting under
flood conditions resulted in the shortest tool life due to high cutting forces and severe
thermal cracks. They also reported MQL gave the best performance. Kuo (2006)
developed a mechanistic model to predict the cutting forces in the milling of Inconel-718
using a coated carbide endmill under two cutting conditions: wet and dry. They
incorporated the two cooling strategies in their mechanistic model through six cutting
force and edge force coefficients. Kuo (2006) reported that the efficiency of the
mechanistic model was improved under wet cutting compared to dry cutting. Pawade et
al. (2007) investigated the effects of cutting speed, feed rate, depth of cut, and tool
cutting edge geometry on the cutting forces, surface roughness and surface damage in the
high-speed turning of Inconel 718 using a Polycrystalline Cubic Boron Nitride (PCBN)
cutting tool under dry cutting. The cutting conditions they used and the dry cutting they
adopted yielded large cutting forces and generated poor surface finish. Ameen (2014)
investigated the effects of four cooling strategies: emulsion, MQL, LN2, and a
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combination of MQL+ LN2 on cutting force and edge force coefficients in the endmilling of Inconel 718 using wavy-edge, bull-nose, helical endmill (WEBNHE). Six
cutting force and edge force coefficients in end-milling were identified under the four
cooling strategies. The six specific cutting force and edge force coefficients obtained
from Ameen’s study are incorporated in the mechanistic cutting force prediction model
developed in this paper.
It seems that few research studies have been conducted on the machining of
Inconel 718 under the MQL cooling strategy. However, a literature review did not reveal
any investigations that compared the effects of MQL cooling/lubrication and emulsion
cooling on the cutting force components in the end-milling of Inconel 718 using a
complicated-geometry endmill such as the WEBNHE. In this research, a mechanistic
cutting force prediction model for the WEBNHE is developed. The model was validated
and used to investigate the effect of emulsions and MQL cooling strategies, which were
incorporated in the mechanistic cutting force prediction model through six specific
cutting force and edge force coefficients, and the machining parameters on predicted
cutting force components in the end-milling of Inconel 718. The wavy-edge, bull-nose,
helical endmill is a helical endmill with cutting edges formed as sinusoidal wavy-helical
profiles (see Fig. 1). The endmill was designed to improve the endmilling dynamics.
Different machining parameters (cutting speed, feed rate, and depth of cut) were
investigated under the two cooling strategies, and the predicted cutting force components
were compared.
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2. NOMENCLATURE
Symbol

Description

ar

Radial depth of cut

aa

Axial depth of cut

ns

Spindle speed.

𝑓

Feed rate (table feed)

𝜙s

Starting angle (the angle at which a cutting edge enters the cutting)

𝜙e

Exit angle (the angle at which a cutting edge leaves the cutting
zone)

𝑑𝑎𝑎

Differential axial immersion

i

Arbitrary axial disk of the endmill

j

Arbitrary cutting edge

P𝑖𝑗

Arbitrary point at axial disk i and on cutting edge j

𝑟𝑒 (𝑧𝑡 )

Endmill radius at point P𝑖𝑗

k(𝑧𝑡 )

Axial immersion angle

Rr

Radial distance between corner radius center and endmill
centerline

Ro

Corner radius or bull nose radius

zt

Temporary depth of cut (temporary axial immersion)

D

Endmill diameter

𝜙ij

Polar coordinate or radian immersion angle of point P𝑖𝑗

∅p

Pitch angle between preceding cutting edges

𝜓𝑖𝑗

Lag angle of point P𝑖𝑗
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𝑆𝑤𝑖𝑗

Distance between the point P𝑖𝑗 and reference line of every cutting
edge

𝜓𝑠ℎ𝑖𝑓𝑡(𝑗)

Lag angle at the last point of the linear part of the cutting edge (j).

dS

Differential cutting edge length at point P𝑖𝑗

db

Differential chip width

Nt

Number of cutting edges of the endmill.

dFt, dFr, dFa

Differential tangential, radial and axial force components

Ktc ,Krc ,Kac

Cutting force coefficients in the tangential, radial and axial
directions

Kte, Kre, Kae

Edge force coefficients in the tangential, radial and axial directions

𝑓𝑡

Feed per tooth

Fx, Fy, Fz

Cutting force component in the x ,y, and z directions

Ft, Fr , Fa

Tangential, radial, and axial cutting force components.

𝐹𝑅

Resultant cutting force 𝐹𝑅 = √𝐹𝑥 2 + 𝐹𝑦 2 + 𝐹𝑧 2

𝜙aij

Instantaneous angular position of the arbitrary point P𝑖𝑗

𝜙R

Rotation angle of the endmill

g

Control function

hc

Instantaneous undeformed chip thickness

λ

Wave length of one cycle of the wavy edge

Ma

Wave magnitude of the sinusoidal wave

Shift (j)

Axial length of the linear part of every cutting edge(j)



Helix angle of the wavy cutting edge
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3. MACHINABILITY OF INCONEL 718
Due to its high corrosion resistance, high strength-to-weight ratio, and excellent
creep-rapture strength at elevated temperatures, Inconel 718 is used extensively in
applications such as gas turbine engines, spacecraft, and nuclear reactors (Zhang, Li, &
Wang, 2012; Sharman, Dewes, & Aspinwall, 2001). However, the end-milling of Inconel
718 generates a high temperature at the cutting edges, which alters the microstructure of
the alloy, induces the residual stress, and work hardens the surface of the machined part
(Dudzinski, et al., 2004). The high strength and work-hardening characteristics of Inconel
718 must be considered in the selection and use of the proper tool materials and design,
cutting speed, depth of cut, feed rate, and cooling strategy in end-milling. Due to its poor
machinability, the end milling of Inconel 718 has been carried out at low cutting speeds
with a flood cutting fluid supply (Sharman, Dewes, & Aspinwall, 2001; Dudzinski, et al.,
2004). To improve the efficiency and increase the productivity of Inconel 718 endmilling operations, it is necessary to predict their cutting forces with any numerical or
analytical approach. The prediction of cutting forces helps avoid accidents, saves many
cutting tools, and reduces machining time and the power required for the machining
process (Kuo, Ling, Chen, & Chang, 2006).
4. GEOMETRY OF THE WEBNHE
Figure 1 depicts the WEBNHE engaged in the up-end-milling of the partial radial
immersion (radial depth of cut, ar ) and axial immersion (axial depth of cut, aa ), at cutting
speed (ns) and federate (f.) The endmill starts cutting at the starting angle ∅s , which is
equal to zero in Fig. 1; it leaves the cutting at exit angle ∅e . Engin and Altintas (2001)
developed a generic mathematical model to represent many helical endmills
geometrically. Their model divided the geometry of helical endmills, in general, into two
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geometric components: the envelope (outer shape) and the cutting edge shape. The
envelope is the part of the endmill that intersects with the workpiece material to produce
a particular workpiece shape, while the cutting edge shape encompasses the Cartesian
and polar coordinates of every point on the cutting edges. Engin and Altintas model is
adopted in this study to represent the envelope of the WEBNHE.

Fig. 1. The WEBNHE Engaged in Partial Radial Immersion Up-milling, Showing
Machining Parameters (aa, ar, ns, f, ∅s , and ∅e )
4.1. THE WEBNHE’S ENVELOPE
As shown in Fig. 2a, the envelope of the WEBNHE is divided into two zones: the
arc and the cylindrical. To define the two zones of the envelope, the endmill has to be
axially divided into small disks of thickness 𝑑𝑎𝑎 . Both zones are defined by an arbitrary
point P𝑖𝑗 , which is located on an axial disk 𝑖 and cutting edge 𝑗. The point P𝑖𝑗 is defined
by its radial immersion 𝑟𝑒 (𝑧𝑡 ), which is the distance between P𝑖𝑗 and the center of the
endmill, and the axial immersion angle 𝑘(zt ). Radial and axial immersions can be
defined as follows:
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a) Arc and Cylindrical Zones

b) Top View Showing Radial Immersion Up-milling
Fig. 2. Sectional Front View of the Envelope of the WEBNHE Showing a) The Arc and
Cylindrical Zones; b) Top View Showing the Radial Immersion ∅𝑖𝑗 of Point P𝑖𝑗
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Fig. 2c. Radial Immersion 𝑟𝑒 (z𝑡 ) and Axial Immersion Angle k(zt ) of Point Pij on the
Envelope (cont.)
4.1.1. For the Arc Zone
Using the triangles in Fig. 2c yields the following
(𝐵𝐶)2 + (𝐴𝐵)2 = (𝐴𝐶)2
(𝐵𝐶)2 + (𝑅0 − 𝑧𝑡 )2 = (𝑅0 )2
𝐵𝐶 = √R20 − (𝑅𝑜 − 𝑧𝑡 )2
𝑟𝑒 (z𝑡 ) = 𝑅𝑟 + √R20 − (𝑅0 − 𝑧𝑡 )2

(1)

4.1.2. For the Cylindrical Zone
𝑟𝑒 (zt ) = 𝐷/2

(2)

The point P𝑖𝑗 also has an axial immersion defined by the axial immersion angle
𝑘(zt ), which can be calculated at any point along the envelope using the triangles ABC
and DEC as illustrated in Fig. 2c.
EC BC
=
DC AC
re (zt ) √R2o − (R o − zt )2
=
DC
Ro
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DC =

re (zt ) × R o
√R2o − (R o − zt )2
re (zt )

sin k(zt ) =
[

re (zt ) × R o
]
√R2o − (R o − zt )2

4.1.3. For the Arc Zone
z

k(𝑧𝑡 ) = sin−1 √1 − (1 − Rt )2

(3)

o

4.1.4. For the Cylindrical Zone
𝑘(𝑧𝑡 ) =

𝜋

(4)

2

4.2. GEOMETRY OF THE WAVY-CUTTING EDGE PROFILE
The second part of WEBNHE geometry is the cutting edge shape, which is
defined by the radial immersion angle ∅𝑖𝑗 of point P𝑖𝑗 (Merdol & Altintas, 2004; Kuo,
Ling, Chen, & Chang, 2006; Engin & Altintas, 2001) as follows:
∅𝑖𝑗 = (𝑗 − 1)∅𝑝 − 𝜓𝑖𝑗

(5)

where ∅p is the pitch angle (see Fig. 2b), which can be calculated by Eq. (5a) as follows:
∅𝑝 = 2π/N𝑡

(5a)

The lag angle 𝜓𝑖𝑗 can be approximated by unfolding the WEBNHE so that the
cutting edges become piece-wise functions of two parts: linear and nonlinear part as
shown in Fig. 3, which illustrates the first two wavy cutting edges, being unfolded as well
as their linear and nonlinear part. Due to the unfolding process, the lag angle of point
P𝑖𝑗 has been converted to a distance ( 𝑆𝑤𝑖𝑗 = 𝜓𝑖𝑗 . 𝑟𝑒 ). 𝑆𝑤𝑖𝑗 is the approximation for the
horizontal distance (x-coordinate) between the point P𝑖𝑗 and the reference line of every
cutting edge, which is shown in Fig. 3. 𝑆𝑤𝑖𝑗 is approximated for point P𝑖𝑗 to find its
location as in the following subsections.
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Fig. 3. The First Two Wavy-cutting Edges of the WEBNHE and Their Linear and
Nonlinear Parts and Lag Angles
4.2.1. The Point Pij is Located in the Linear Part
𝑆𝑤𝑖𝑗 = 𝑖 × 𝑑𝑎𝑎 × (−𝑡𝑎𝑛(𝛾))

(5b)

where (𝑖) is the disk number, and the sign before the “tangent” is negative because
these cutting edges are “right handed” and would be positive if the cutting edges are
“left handed”.
4.2.2. The Point Pij is Located in the Nonlinear Part
All wavy cutting edges are identical in terms of wave length and wave magnitude.
Thus, it is enough to approximate one wavy profile for all cutting edges. Therefore, a
cubic spline approximation approach could be used to estimate 𝑆𝑤𝑖 at every subinterval n
of the wavy profile. The following Equation can be used for this approximation:
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𝑆𝑤𝑖 = 𝑎𝑛 + 𝑏𝑛 (𝑧𝑖 − 𝑧𝑛 ) + 𝑐𝑛 (𝑧𝑖 − 𝑧𝑛 )2 + 𝑑𝑛 (𝑧𝑖 − 𝑧𝑛 )3

(5c)

where (n) is the subinterval of the wavy profile (n=1,2,3,…,etc.) and a, b, c, and d are
geometric coefficients that have to be calculated at every subinterval n. More detail about
this approximation and how to determine these coefficients is available in (Onwubiko,
1989; Merdol & Altintas, 2004)
The lag angle can be approximated based on the location of point P𝑖𝑗 as in the
following subsections.
4.2.3. The Point Pij is Located in the Linear Part

𝜓𝑖𝑗 =

𝑆𝑤𝑖𝑗

(𝑆𝑤𝑖𝑗 of the linear part only )

𝑟𝑒

(5d)

4.2.4. The Point Pij is Located in the Nonlinear Part

𝜓𝑆ℎ𝑖𝑓𝑡 (𝑗) =
𝜓𝑖𝑗 =

𝑆𝑤𝑖
𝑟𝑒 (zt )

𝑆𝑤𝑆ℎ𝑖𝑓𝑡 (𝑗)
𝑟𝑒
+ 𝜓 𝑆ℎ𝑖𝑓𝑡(𝑗)

(𝑆𝑤𝑖𝑗 of the nonlinear part only )

(5e)

where 𝜓 𝑆ℎ𝑖𝑓𝑡(𝑗) is the lag angle of the last axial point (zt=Shift) of the linear part.

4.3. THE DIFFERENTIAL EDGE LENGTH (dS)
The differential cutting edge length (𝑑𝑆) is another essential parameter for the
mechanistic cutting force prediction model (Wang, Qin, Ren, & Wang, 2012; Talekar &
Okafor, 2011; Gradisˇek, Kalveram, & Weinert, 2004; Abainia, Bey, Moussaoui, &
Gouasmia, 2012).The following Equation is used to calculate the 𝑑𝑆𝑖𝑗 as the following
subsections.
4.3.1. For the Arc Zone
2

2

𝑑𝑆𝑖𝑗 = 𝑑∅𝑖𝑗 √𝑟𝑒 2 (∅𝑖𝑗 )+(𝑟𝑒 ′ (∅𝑖𝑗 )) + (𝑧 ′ (∅𝑖𝑗 ))

(6)
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Since 𝑟𝑒 , ∅𝑖𝑗 , and 𝜓𝑖𝑗 depend on the instantaneous elevation zt , Eq. (6) can be rewritten
as:
𝑑𝑆𝑖𝑗 = 𝑑𝑎𝑎 √(𝑟𝑒 (𝑧𝑡 ) 𝜓′(𝑧𝑡 ))2 +(𝑟𝑒 ′ (𝑧𝑡 ))2 + 1

(6𝑎)

where the lag angle 𝜓(𝑧𝑡 ) can be calculated at the arc zone as:
𝜓𝑖𝑗 =

tan(𝛾)
(𝑧𝑡 )
𝑅𝑜

(6𝑏)

Differentiating Eq. (6b) with respect to the elevation (zt) yields:
′
𝜓𝑖𝑗
=

tan(𝛾)
𝑅𝑜

(6c)

By differentiating Eq. (1), 𝑟𝑒 ′ (zt ) can be calculated as follows:
𝑟𝑒 ′ (𝑧𝑡 ) =

𝑧𝑡 − 𝑅𝑜

(6d)

√𝑅𝑜2 − (𝑅𝑜 − 𝑧𝑡 )2

Substituting Eqs. 1, 6c, and 6d into Eq. (6a) gives dS in the arc zone as:
2

(𝑧𝑡 − 𝑅𝑜 )2
𝑅𝑟 + √𝑅𝑜2 − (𝑅𝑜 − 𝑧𝑡 )2
2
√
𝑑𝑆𝑖𝑗 = 𝑑𝑎𝑎 [
] tan 𝛾 + 2
+1
𝑅𝑜
𝑅𝑜 − (𝑅𝑜 − 𝑧𝑡 )2

(6e)

4.3.2. For the Cylindrical Zone
𝑑𝑆𝑖𝑗 = √((||𝑆𝑤(𝑧𝑡 )(𝑖+1) | − |𝑆𝑤(𝑧𝑡 )(𝑖) ||)2 ) 𝑗 + (𝑑𝑎𝑎 )2

(7)

4.4. THE DIFFERENTIAL CHIP WIDTH (db)
Due to the bull nose of the WEBNHE, the differential axial disk thickness daa can
not be used for chip cross-sectional area calculation, which is needed for the cuting force
prediction. Chip width 𝑑𝑏 is used instead, so it has to be identified in the arc and
cylinderical zones. Figure 4 depicts the db in both zones, calculated using Eqs. (8) and
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(9) as following subsections (Talekar, 2011; Abainia, Bey, Moussaoui, & Gouasmia,
2012; Gradisˇek, Kalveram, & Weinert, 2004):
4.4.1. For the Arc Zone
𝑑𝑏𝑖𝑗 =

daa
sin(k)

(8)

4.4.2. For the Cylindrical Zone
(9)

db𝑖𝑗 = 𝑑𝑎𝑎
The axial immersion angle k(zt) was calculated in Eq. (3).

Fig. 4. Chip Widths in the Arc and Cylindrical Zones
5. MECHANISTIC CUTTING FORCE MODELING OF THE WEBNHE
The differential tangential, radial, and axial cutting force components
(𝑑𝐹𝑡 , 𝑑𝐹𝑟 , 𝑑𝐹𝑎 ) at the point P𝑖𝑗 can be predicted mechanistically using Eq. (10) as follows
(Engin & Altintas, 2001; Wang, Qin, Ren, & Wang, 2012; Gradisˇek, Kalveram, &
Weinert, 2004; Talekar, 2011):
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𝑑𝐹𝑡 (∅𝑗 , 𝑧𝑡 ) = 𝑘𝑡𝑒 𝑑𝑆 + k 𝑡𝑐 h𝑐𝑖𝑗 . db
𝑑𝐹𝑟 (∅𝑗 , 𝑧𝑡 ) = 𝑘𝑟𝑒 𝑑𝑆 + k 𝑟𝑐 h𝑐𝑖𝑗 . db
𝑑𝐹𝑎 (∅𝑗 , 𝑧𝑡 ) = 𝑘𝑎𝑒 𝑑𝑆 + k 𝑎𝑐 h𝑐𝑖𝑗 . db

(10)

Two mechanisms were considered in Eq. (10); ploughing and shearing (Wang &
Zheng, 2002). The first term in the right hand side of the Equation represents the
ploughing mechanism, whereas the second term represents the shearing mechanism.
5.1. DIFFERENTIAL CHIP THICKNESS CALCULATION
From Eq. (10) and Figs. 2a and 2b, it is obvious that the instantaneous chip
thickness h𝑐𝑖𝑗 is needed for the mechanistic cutting force prediction. The chip thickness
ℎ𝑐𝑖𝑗 is a function of the radial immersion angle ∅𝑖𝑗 of point P𝑖𝑗 , which was calculated
using Eq. (5). However, because ℎ𝑐𝑖𝑗 of point P𝑖𝑗 is calculated at every rotational step of
the cutting edges, ∅𝑖𝑗 is replaced by ∅𝑎𝑖𝑗 , which accounts for the rotational angle of the
endmill. Accordingly, Eq. (5) is replaced by Eq. (11) as follows:
∅𝑎𝑖𝑗 = ∅𝑅 + (𝑗 − 1)∅𝑝 − 𝜓𝑖𝑗

(11)

So h𝑐𝑖𝑗 could be calculated from the following Equation. (Kuo, Ling, Chen, & Chang,
2006):
h𝑐𝑖𝑗 = 𝑓𝑡𝑖𝑗 ∗ sin(∅𝑎𝑖𝑗 ) . sin(k 𝑖𝑗 ) . g(∅𝑎𝑖𝑗 )
where; g(∅𝑎𝑖𝑗 ) is a controlling function that determines whether the cutting edge is
within the cutting zone or not. Two options are possible:
g(∅𝑖𝑗 ) = 1 when (∅𝑠 ) < (∅𝑎𝑖𝑗 ) ⩾ (∅𝑒 )
or
g(∅𝑖𝑗 ) = 0 when (∅𝑠 ) > (∅𝑎𝑖𝑗 ) or (∅𝑎𝑖𝑗 ) > (∅𝑒 )

(12)
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5.2. FEED PER TOOTH CALCULATION ft(ij)
Due to the unequal pitch angle of the wavy-cutting edges, feet-per-tooth of point
P𝑖𝑗 was calculated based on the location of point P𝑖𝑗 as follows:
𝑓𝑡(𝑖𝑗) =

(∅𝑗+1 − ∅𝑗 )𝑖 × 𝑓
𝑛 𝑠 × 2𝜋

(13)

5.3. PROJECTION AND SUMMATION OF DIFFERENTIAL CUTTING FORCE
COMPONENTS
The differential cutting force components (𝑑𝐹𝑡 , 𝑑𝐹𝑟 , and 𝑑𝐹𝑎 ) calculated in the
previous section have to be redirected or projected into the nominal axes of the endmilling machine (x,y, and z), which are arranged in a mutually perpendicular
configuration (Gradisˇek, Kalveram, & Weinert, 2004). For this purpose, Eq. (14) was
used.
− cos(∅𝑎𝑖𝑗 )
𝑑𝐹𝑥
[𝑑𝐹𝑦 ] = [ sin(∅𝑎𝑖𝑗 )
𝑑𝐹𝑧
0

− sin(∅𝑎𝑖𝑗 )sin(𝑘𝑖𝑗 )
−cos(∅𝑎𝑖𝑗 ) sin(𝑘𝑖𝑗 )
−cos(𝑘𝑖𝑗 )

− sin(∅𝑎𝑖𝑗 ) cos(𝑘𝑖𝑗 )

𝑑𝐹𝑡
− cos(∅𝑎𝑖𝑗 ) cos(𝑘𝑖𝑗 )] [ 𝑑𝐹𝑟 ]
𝑑𝐹𝑎
−sin(𝑘𝑖𝑗 )

(14)

The total cutting force for each cutting edge was calculated by integrating the
differential cutting forces components (𝑑𝐹𝑥 , 𝑑𝐹𝑦, and 𝑑𝐹𝑧 ) along the axial immersion of
wavy cutting edges.
𝑁

𝑎

𝑁

𝑎

𝑁

𝑎

𝑎
𝑡
𝐹𝑥 (∅𝑖𝑗 ) = ∑𝑖=1
∫0 𝑑𝐹𝑥 {∅𝑖𝑗 (𝑧𝑡 , 𝑘𝑖𝑗 )}. 𝑑𝑧
𝑎
𝑡
𝐹𝑦 (∅𝑖𝑗 ) = ∑𝑖=1
∫0 𝑑𝐹𝑦 {∅𝑖𝑗 (𝑧𝑡 , 𝑘𝑖𝑗 )}. 𝑑𝑧

(15)

𝑎
𝑡
𝐹𝑧 (∅𝑖𝑗 ) = ∑𝑖=1
∫0 𝑑𝐹𝑧 {∅𝑖𝑗 (𝑧𝑡 , 𝑘𝑖𝑗 )}. 𝑑𝑧

Substituting Eq. (14) into Eq. (15) yields:
𝑎

𝑁𝑡
𝑎
𝐹𝑥 (∅𝑖𝑗 ) ∑𝑗=1 ∫0 [−𝑑𝐹𝑡 𝑐𝑜𝑠(∅𝑖𝑗 )
𝑎𝑎
𝑁𝑡
𝐹𝑦 (∅𝑖𝑗 ) ∑𝑗=1
∫0 [−𝑑𝐹𝑡 𝑠𝑖𝑛(∅𝑖𝑗 )
𝑎𝑎
𝑡
𝐹𝑧 (∅𝑖𝑗 ) { ∑𝑁
𝑗=1 ∫0 [0

−𝑑𝐹𝑟 𝑠𝑖𝑛(∅𝑖𝑗 ) 𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝑘)

−𝑑𝐹𝑎 𝑠𝑖𝑛(∅𝑖𝑗 )]𝑑𝑧

−𝑑𝐹𝑟 𝑐𝑜𝑠(∅𝑖𝑗 ) 𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝑘)

−𝑑𝐹𝑎 𝑐𝑜𝑠(∅𝑖𝑗 )] 𝑑𝑧 (16)

−𝑑𝐹𝑓𝑟 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝑘𝑖𝑗 )

−𝑑𝐹𝑎 𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝑘)] 𝑑𝑧 }
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6. EXPERIMENTAL WORK CONFIGURATION
6.1. MINIMUM QUANTITY LUBRICATION (MQL)
Minimum Quantity Lubrication (MQL) is a process of applying a minute amount
of environmental friendly and high efficiency cooling and lubricating vegetable oil
directly onto the tool-workpiece interface in the form of an aerosol (Su, et al., 2007). The
vegetable oil is mixed with high-pressure air (or any other gas), and the resulting aerosol
is directed onto a cutting zone by a nozzle (see Fig. 5).

Fig. 5. Experimental Set-up Showing a WEBNHE Engaged in End-milling under
MQL Cooling Strategy, and the Cutting Force Acquisition System
The air in the aerosol provides cooling and chip removal simultaneously, whereas
the oil provides cooling and lubrication. Compressed air (at room temperature or cool),
Carbon dioxide, and liquid Nitrogen are some examples of gases used in the MQL. The
flow of lubricant in the MQL process varies from 10 to 100 ml/h and air pressure varies
from 4 to 6.5 Kgf/cm2 (Silva, et al., 2005). Several types of vegetable oils are used in the
MQL. The vegetable oil LB-2000, which is provided by the Accu-Lube®/Rustlick™
Company , was used for this investigation. This vegetable oil was pressurized using
compressed air that was directed towards the tool-work-piece interface.
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6.2. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND CUTTING FORCE MEASUREMENT
End-milling experiments were conducted and cutting force components (Fx, Fy,
and Fz) under emulsion and MQL cooling strategies were acquired. The experiments
were conducted on a Cincinnati Milacron Sabre 750 Vertical Machining Center (VMC)
with an Acramatic 2100 controller. Inconel-718 was end-milled using a WEBNHE of
31.75 mm (1.25 in.) diameter, 3.048 mm corner radius, with six wavy-edges. The endmilling experiments were conducted under the following machining parameters: two
spindle speeds (ns=62 and 93 rev/min), five axial depths of cut (aa=12.75, 15.75, 18.75,
21.75, and 24.75 mm), a radial depth of cut (ar=1.75mm) , and three feed rates (f= 27.9,
41.85, and 55.8 mm/min).
The three components of the cutting force (Fx, Fy, and Fz) were acquired using a
Kistler 9272 4-component dynamometer. A Kistler Type 5010B dual mode amplifier was
used to amplify the output signals generated by the dynamometer connected to dual mode
charge Amplifiers (Kistler Type 5010 B). The amplified signals were passed through low
pass filter with a cut off frequency of 680 Hz to decrease the undesirable noise from the
end-milling process. A Tektronix TDS 420A digitizing oscilloscope was used to acquire
the amplified and filtered signals at 1 kHz sampling frequency, using a number of sample
points (N) per signals of 5000, resulting in a time domain record length of 5 seconds. The
digitized outputs were acquired, saved, and sent to a computer for analysis. The time
domain signal was converted to an angle domain to match the x-axis of the cutting force
components predicted by the mechanistic model.
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7. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
7.1. CUTTING FORCE AND EDGE FORCE COEFFICIENTS
Cutting force coefficients ( ktc , krc , kac) and edge force coefficients ( kte , kre , kae )
used in the mechanistic cutting force prediction model developed in this research were
identified mechanistically by Ameen (2014), who conducted end-milling experiments on
Inconel 718 using WEBNHE under four cooling strategies and two cutting speeds.
Table 1 shows the coefficients identified under emulsion and MQL cooling
strategies.
Table1. Cutting Force and Edge Force Coefficients from the End-milling of Inconel 718
using WEBNHE under Emulsion and MQL Cooling Strategy
Cooling
ns
ktc
krc
kac
kte
kre
kae
Strategy
(rpm)
N/mm2 N/mm2 N/mm2
N/mm
N/mm
N/mm
emulsion

MQL

62

3172.2

-5135.1

-746.5

40.2797

-45.6

3.3919

93

6489.7

-7951.9

179.057

-21.384

9.6

-3.296

62

2604

-4948

-76.26

31.4299

-35.2

-6.922

93

3328.6

-5348

-515.87

12.7994

-25.8

0.0366

7.2. PREDICTED AND MEASURED CUTTING FORCE COMPONENTS
Figures 6a and 6b show one cutter revolution of measured (red) and predicted
(blue) cutting force components (𝐹𝑥 , 𝐹𝑦 , 𝐹𝑧 ), at cutting speed 93 rpm, and under emulsion
and MQL cooling strategies respectively. The measured and predicted cutting force
components under both cooling strategies were in good agreement. The number of
cutting force peaks (6) matched the number of the wavy cutting edges of the endmill, and
the magnitudes and shapes of the predicted cutting force components awere very close to
the magnitudes and shapes of their measured counterparts.
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a) Cutting Force Components under the Emulsion Cooling Strategy

b) Cutting Force Components under the MQL Cooling Strategy
Fig. 6. Measured and Predicted (Simulated) Cutting Force Components in the Endmilling of Inconel 718 using WEBNHE under Emulsion and MQL Cooling Strategies,
at 93 rpm
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Figure 7 shows a comparison between the maximum predicted cutting force
components (Fx max, Fy max, Fz max, and FR) under both the emulsion and MQL cooling
strategies. All cutting force components generated under MQL were lower than their
counterparts generated under the emulsion. The maximum magnitude of the cutting force
component in the feed direction, Fy max, was the largest component, followed by Fx max
and Fz max. It can be concluded that despite the small amount of vegetable oil used in the
MQL cooling strategy, the end-milling of Inconel 718 under MQL cooling and
lubricating generates lower cutting force components and a resultant cutting force FR than
under emulsion. This indicates the high cooling and lubricating capabilities of MQL
compared to emulsion cooling strategy.

Fig. 7. Maximum Magnitudes of Predicted Cutting Force Components under Emulsion
and MQL Cooling Strategies
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7.3. EFFECTS OF COOLING STRATEGIES AND MACHINING PARAMETERS
ON THE PREDICTED CUTTING FORCE COMPONENTS AND THE
RESULTANT CUTTING FORCE
7.3.1. Effects of Emulsion and MQL Cooling Strategies and Spindle Speed
In this section, the effects of spindle speed and cooling strategy on the predicted
cutting force components in the end-milling of Inconel 718 with the WEBNHE are
investigated. Four end-milling conditions were considered: two spindle speeds ( 62 and
93 rpm) and two cooling strategies (conventional emulsion and MQL). These spindle
speeds were selected within the range of spindle speeds recommended by the
manufacture of this endmill. The maximum magnitude of the predicted cutting force
components (Fx max, Fy max, Fz max) and the resultant cutting force (FR max) generated under
emulsion and MQL and, at low and high spindle speed conditions are shown in Fig. 8.
All cutting force components (Fx, Fy, Fz) and the resultant cutting force (FR)
decreased with an increase in spindle speed. This is justified by Eq. (13) which
establishes the relationship between the spindle speed (in the denominator) and the table
feed (in the numerator) so that whenever the spindle speed increases, the feed per tooth
decreases if the table feed is constant. Figure 8 also shows that the cutting force
components and the resultant cutting force magnitudes are affected by the cooling
strategies used. Machining under MQL cooling generated lower cutting force magnitudes
than machining under emulsion cooling both at the lower and higher spindle speeds of 62
and 93 rpm. The cutting force component Fy is the most affected by the cooling strategy
and spindle speed, followed by Fx and Fz. More interestingly, it is obvious from Fig. 8
that the end-milling of Inconel 718 under the MQL cooling, at the low spindle speed of
62 rpm generated less Fy max than did the end-milling under emulsion cooling, at the high
spindle speed of 93 rpm. This means that MQL is better than emulsion at both low and
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high spindle speeds. In addition, the maximum magnitude of the resultant cutting force (
FR max) follows the trend of Fy max because the latter was the most affected cutting force
component. Table 2 shows the maximum magnitudes of the cutting force components
and the resultant cutting force predicted under emulsion and MQL cooling strategies, at
low and high spindle speeds (62 and 93 rpm), an axial depth of cut of 18.75 mm, and a
table feed rate of 41.85 mm/min.
Table 2. Maximum Magnitudes of the Cutting Force Components (Fx max, Fy max, Fz max)
and the Resultant Cutting Force (FR max ) Predicted under Emulsion and MQL Cooling at
Low and High Spindle Speeds (62 and 93 rpm)
Spindle speed
Cooling
Fx max Fy max Fz max FR max
(rpm)
(N)
(N)
(N)
(N)
Strategy
1099
3305
712.6
3391
emulsion
62
MQL
709
2424
571
2580
emulsion 802.5
2787
458
2873
93
MQL
513
2177
330
2212

Fig. 8. Effects of Spindle Speed (62 and 93 rpm) and Cooling Strategy (Emulsion and
MQL) on the Predicted Cutting Force Components (Fx, Fy, Fz) and the Resultant
Cutting Force (FR)
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7.3.2. Effects of the Cooling Strategy and Feed Rates
Feed rate (or table feed) f is another important parameter in cutting force
prediction. Six end-milling conditions combining the cooling strategy and feed rate were
investigated: two cooling strategies (emulsion and MQL), and three feed rates (27.9,
41.85, and 55.8 mm/min). The feed rates were also selected based on the endmill’s
manufacture’s recommendations. The cutting force components (Fx max , Fy max, and Fz max)
of the six cooling strategy/feed rate conditions are shown in Fig. 9. Unlike the results for
the spindle speed, when the feed rate increased, the cutting force components increased
as well. The increasing rates of the cutting force components were proportional to their
magnitudes. Equation (13) can also be used to justify this increase in the cutting force
components. The table feed (f ) is located in the numerator of Eq. (13). Thus, whenever
the feed rate (table feed) increases, the feed per tooth and the cutting force components
also increase if the spindle speed remains constant. Fy max was the most affected by the
cooling strategy and feed rate, followed by Fx max, then Fz max as shown in Fig. 9. The
maximum cutting force component in feed direction, Fy max, predicted under MQL, at
27.9 mm/min feed rate is the lowest cutting force component, whereas the maximum
cutting force component, Fy max, predicted under emulsion, at 55.8 mm/min feed rate was
the highest one. FR max also followed the trend of Fy max because the latter is the most
affected one. Table 3 shows the maximum magnitude of the cutting force components
and the resultant cutting force predicted under emulsion and MQL cooling strategies, at
three feed rates (27.9, 41.85, and 55.8 mm/min), a spindle speed of 93 rpm, and an axial
depth of cut of 18.75 mm.
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Fig. 9. Effects of the Cooling Strategy (Emulsion and MQL) and Feed Rates (27.9,
41.85, and 55.8 mm/min) on the Predicted Cutting Force Components and Resultant
Cutting Force
Table 3. Maximum Magnitudes of the Cutting Force Components (Fx max, Fy max, Fz max)
and the Resultant Cutting Force (FR max ) Predicted under Emulsion and MQL Cooling
Strategies, at Three Feed Rates ( 27.9, 41.85, and 55.8 mm/min).
f
Cooling
Fx max
Fy max
Fz max
FR max
(mm/min)
(N)
(N)
(N)
(N)
strategy
emulsion
463
1799
344
1846
27.9
MQL
373
1556
228
1579
emulsion
802
2787
458
2873
41.85
MQL
513
2177
333
2212
emulsion
1143
3774
572
3901
55.8
MQL
656
2798
437
2846

7.3.3. Effects of Cooling Strategy and Axial Depth of Cut
Applying emulsion and MQL cooling strategies in end-milling of Inconel 718
using a WEBNHE, the asymmetric, wavycutting edges of this endmill make the depth of
cut (aa) the most critical and important machining parameter. Therefore, predicting the
cutting forces at various depths of cut is essential. Thus, five values of the depth of cut
(12.75, 15.75, 18.75, 21.75 and 24.75 mm) were investigated under emulsion and MQL
cooling strategies. Hence, ten cooling strategy/depth of cut end-milling conditions were
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investigated. The predicted cutting force components of the ten conditions are shown in
Figs. 10 (a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h, i, and j). Figures. 11 (a, b, and d) show that the cutting force
components Fx max and Fy max increased when the depth of cut increased, whereas Fz max
remained constant with an increase in aa. Figure 11a, for instance, shows that when aa
increased from 12.75 mm to 15.75 mm, Fx max increased from 553 N to 639 N under
emulsion, whereas it increased from 490 N to 494 N under MQL. Likewise, Fy max
increased from 1854 N to 2127 N under emulsion, whereas it increased from 1845 N to
1879 N under MQL. The increasing rates of Fx max and Fy max under the MQL were lower
than their counterparts under emulsion. This means that in the case of MQL, the depth of
cut can be increased with a very small proportional increase in cutting force component
magnitudes. However, any increase in the depth of cut under emulsion cooling was
associated with a higher increase in the cutting force compared to the MQL cooling
strategy. Fz max , however, was not affected by an increase in the depth of cut, but it was
affected by the cooling strategy. Fz max was lower in the case of MQL than emulsion.
To conclude, the MQL strategy possesses a high capability of cooling and
lubrication, which allows the depth of cut to be increased with a proportionally small
increase in the cutting force. Table 4 shows the maximum magnitude of the cutting force
components and the resultant cutting force predicted under emulsion and MQL cooling
strategies, at five depths of cut (12.75, 15.75, 18.75, 21.75, and 24.75 mm), a spindle
speed of 93 rpm, and a feed rate of 41.85mm/min.
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Table 4. Maximum Magnitudes of Cutting Force Components (Fx max, Fy max, Fz max) and
the Resultant Cutting Force (FR max ) Predicted under Emulsion and MQL Cooling
Strategies, at Five Depths of Cut (12.75, 15.75, 18.75, 21.75, and 24.75 mm)
Depth of cut
Cooling
Fx max
Fy max
Fz max
FRmax
(min)
(N)
(N)
(N)
(N)
strategy
emulsion
553
1854
458
1933
12.75
MQL
490
1845
332
1957
emulsion
639
2127
458
2200
15.75
MQL
494
1879
333
1965
emulsion
802
2787
458
2873
18.75
MQL
513
2177
333
2212
emulsion
837
3124
458
3225
21.75
MQL
574
2568
333
2611
emulsion
829
3132
461
3228
24.75
MQL
574
2689
333
2747

a) Predicted Cutting Force Components under Emulsion, and at aa =12.75mm
Fig. 10. Effects the Cooling Strategy and Depth of Cut on the Predicted Cutting Force
Components
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b) Predicted Cutting Force Components under Emulsion, and at aa =15.75mm

c) Predicted Cutting Force Components under Emulsion, and at aa =18.75mm
Fig. 10. Effects the Cooling Strategy and Depth of Cut on the Predicted Cutting Force
Components (cont.)
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d) Predicted Cutting Force Components under Emulsion, and at aa =21.75mm

e) Predicted Cutting Force Components under Emulsion, and at aa =24.75mm
Fig. 10. Effects the Cooling Strategy and Depth of Cut on the Predicted Cutting Force
Components (cont.)
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f) Predicted Cutting Force Components under MQL, and at aa =12.75mm

g) PREDICTED Cutting Force Components under MQL, and at aa =15.75mm
Fig. 10. Effects the Cooling Strategy and Depth of cut on the Predicted Cutting Force
Components (cont.)
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h) Predicted Cutting Force Components under MQL, and at aa =18.75mm

i) Predicted Cutting Force Components under MQL, and at aa =21.75mm
Fig. 10. Effects the Cooling Strategy and Depth of cut on the Predicted Cutting Force
Components (cont.)
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j) Predicted Cutting Force Components under MQL, and at aa =24.75mm
Fig. 10. Effects the Cooling Strategy and Depth of Cut on the Predicted Cutting Force
Components (cont.)

a) Effects of the Cooling Strategy and Depth of cut on the Magnitude of Fx max
Fig. 11. The Effect of the Depth of Cut and Cooling Strategy on the Maximum
Magnitude of the Cutting Force Components
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b) Effects of the Cooling Strategy and Depth of Cut and on the Magnitude of Fy max

c) Effects of the Cooling Strategy and Depth of Cut on the Magnitude of Fz max
Fig. 11. The Effect of the Depth of Cut and Cooling Strategy on the Maximum
Magnitude of the Cutting Force Components (cont.)
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d) Effects of the Cooling Strategy and Depth of Cut on the Magnitude of FRmax
Fig. 11. The Effect of the Depth of Cut and Cooling Strategy on the Maximum
Magnitude of the Cutting Force Components (cont.)
8. CONCLUSIONS
A mechanistic cutting force prediction model for the wavy-edge, bull-nose,
helical endmill (WEBNHE) was developed, validated, and used to investigate the effects
of emulsion and Minimum Quantity Lubrication (MQL) cooling strategies on the
predicted cutting force components in the end-milling of Inconel 718. The model was
validated by end-milling experiments under two cooling strategies (emulsion and MQL)
and used to predict the cutting force components resulted from different machining
parameters: feed rate, axial depth of cut, and spindle speed. Based of the findings of this
investigation, the following conclusions can be drawn:
1. A mechanistic cutting force model for the wavy-edge, bull-nose, helical endmill
(WEBNHE) , which incorporates the effects of emulsion and Minimum Quantity
Lubrication (MQL) cooling strategies, was successfully developed and used for the
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prediction of cutting force components and the resultant cutting force in the endmilling of Inconel 718 under different machining parameters.
2. The developed mechanistic cutting force model was validated by conducting endmilling tests on Inconel 718 blocks on a vertical machining center using a six-flutes,
wavy-edge, bull-nose, helical endmill of 1.25 in. (31.75 mm) diameter, under
emulsion and MQL cooling strategies, two spindle speeds (ns= 93 and 62 rpm), an
axial depth of cut: (aa=18.75 mm), a radial depth of cut (ar=1.75mm) , and the feed
rate (f=41.85 mm/min). The cutting force components were measured using fourcomponent dynamometer.
3. The predicted cutting force components were in good agreement with the measured
cutting force components. The number of cutting force peaks matched the number of
wavy-cutting edges, and the magnitudes and shapes of both the predicted and
measured cutting force components under the two strategies were in good agreement
as well.
4. MQL generated lower predicted cutting force components than conventional
emulsion cooling at both the low and high spindle speeds of 62 and 93 rpm,
indicating that MQL possesses superior cooling and lubrication capabilities over
emulsion cooling. This might be the result of the low friction force of the tool/chip
and tool workpiece material.
5. All maximum predicted cutting force components (Fx max, Fy max, and Fz max) decreased
with an increase in spindle speed.
6. The cutting force component in the feed direction, Fy, was the largest cutting force
component and was significantly affected by the cooling strategy and spindle speed,
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followed by Fx and Fz. FR max followed the trend of Fy max because the latter was the
largest and most-affected cutting force component.
7. Due to the high efficiency of MQL, the end-milling of Inconel 718 under MQL at the
low spindle speed of 62 rpm generated a lower cutting force magnitude than endmilling under emulsion at the high spindle speed of 93 rpm.
8. Cutting force components increased with an increase in the feed rate. The increasing
rate of every cutting force component was proportional to its magnitude.
9. The cutting force component in the feed direction (Fy) was the largest and mostaffected by the cooling strategy and feed rate, followed by Fx and then, Fz.
10. End-milling under MQL cooling at a 27.9 mm/min feed rate generated the lowest
magnitude of the cutting force components, while emulsion cooling at 55.8 mm/min
feed rate generated the highest magnitudes of the cutting force components.
11. The maximum cutting force components (Fx max, and Fy max) and the resultant cutting
force (FR max) increased with an increase in the depth of cut. The rates of increase of
the cutting force components under MQL were lower than under emulsion.
12. Under the MQL cooling strategy, the depth of cut could be increased with a very
small proportional increase in the cutting forces, thus resulting in higher material
removal rates and productivity than under emulsion cooling.
13. The maximum cutting force component Fz was not affected by the axial depth of cut,
but it was affected by the cooling strategy. Under the MQL cooling strategy, Fz max
was lower than that generated under the emulsion cooling strategy.
14. From an environmental and health impact perspective, MQL cooling can significantly
improve the machinability of Inconel 718, meet the demands of cleaner machining of
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this material, serve as an alternative to conventional emulsion cooling, and promote
sustainable manufacturing.
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III. EFFECTS OF GEOMETRIC PARAMETERS OF WAVY-EDGE BULL-NOSE
HELICAL END-MILL ON CUTTING FORCE PREDICTION IN ENDMILLING OF INCONEL 718 UNDER MQL COOLING STRATEGY
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Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
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ABSTRACT
This paper presents the results of the development of a mechanistic cutting force
prediction model for wavy-edge, bull-nose, helical endmill (WEBNHE), which was
validated and used to investigate the effects of the geometric parameters of the WEBNHE
on the predicted cutting force components and the resultant cutting force. The
mechanistic cutting force prediction model was validated by conducting end-milling
experiments on Inconel 718 and incorporating the effect of the Minimum Quantity
Lubrication (MQL) cooling strategy through experimentally identified six cutting force
and edge force coefficients. The geometric parameters investigated in this research were:
the wave length, wave magnitude, axial shift of the linear part, and the helix angle of the
wavy cutting edges. These parameters were varied one at a time, and the cutting force
components for each variation were predicted using the mechanistic cutting force
prediction model. The results show that the predicted and measured cutting force
components were in good agreement in magnitude and shape. The cutting force
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components resulted from the end-milling under the MQL cooling strategy were lower
than under the emulsion cooling strategy. The magnitudes and shapes of the predicted
cutting force components and the resultant cutting force of the WEBNHE were unique
(asymmetric) in magnitude and shape compared to those of standard, bull-nose, helical
endmill (SBNHE) due to the uniqueness of the wavy-cutting edge geometry.
The results also show that the predicted cutting force component in the feed
direction Fy is the largest and the most affected by the geometric parameters, followed by
Fx. However, Fz is insignificantly affected. It was also observed that the maximum
magnitudes and ranges of the cutting force component in the feed direction Fy and the
resultant cutting force FR increased withan increase in the wave magnitude and decrease
with increase of the wave length, axial shift, and the helix angle. The wavy cutting edge
spends more time in the cutting zone than the standard, helical, cutting edge; this extra
time affects the frequency content of the cutting force signals generated by the endmill
and improves the end-milling dynamics. Additionally, the distribution of the cutting
forces on the wavy cutting edges was not equal due to the asymmetric cutting edge
geometry.
Keywords: Geometric parameters of wavy-cutting edges ; wavy-edge bull-nose helical
endmill; Minimum Quantity Lubrication; mechanistic cutting force prediction; Inconel
718.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Cutting force prediction is essential to monitor, control, and optimize the endmilling processes. Knowing the cutting force provides an insight into cutting tool
performance, power requirements, chatter vibration, and strength requirements for jigs
and fixtures, which aids in designing and selecting the right tools, jigs, fixtures, and
cutting conditions for the end-milling operations. Endmill geometry design plays an
essential role in its performance and the generated cutting forces. Therefore, endmill
geometry has been the subject of some studies and will continue as long as new materials
and complicated manufacturing processes are demanded by manufacturing industries.
The published literature on the end-milling has reported several attempts to capture the
effects of cutting edge geometry on the mechanics of the end-milling process. Zhang et
al. [1] analyzed the complicated geometry of a serrated helical endmill, and developed a
mechanistic cutting force prediction model. The model was developed by dividing the
endmill, axially, into a number of differential elements, and then calculating the
differential cutting force components in three directions based on the local geometry of
each axial element. The total cutting force components were obtained by integrating all
differential axial elements. Grabowski et al. [2]; presented a method for calculating the
end-milling forces based on the geometry of serrated endmills. Their method was
developed for application on the stability analysis of serrated endmills. Unlike Zhang et
al.’s model, which depends on three cutting force coefficients, Grabowski et al.’s model
depends on six cutting and edge force coefficients. Merdol and Altintas [3] presented a
research that analyzed the mechanics and dynamics of serrated endmills. They developed
a mechanistic cutting force model to predict cutting forces and studied the effect of the
cutting edge profile on chip load, cutting force, torque, power, and vibration. Imani et al.
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[4] used Time Finite Element Analysis (TFEA) to investigate the effects of helix angle
variations on the cutting force, cutting time, specific cutting force coefficients, and the
stability of the low immersion milling. Kao et al. [5] developed a linear force model that
incorporated the helix angle of a flat endmill into the calculation of the cutting force
coefficients. In their model, the cutting force coefficients were formulated based on the
average cutting forces and endmill geometric parameters such as: the diameter, number
of cutting edges, and the helix angle. Chatelain and Zaghbani [6] investigated the effect
of the geometric parameters of serrated endmills on the cutting forces and stability of
end-milling of Carbon Fiber Reinforced Plastics (CFRP). The effects of the rake angle,
clearance angle, nose radius, and helix angle were investigated in their study.
Despite the previous mentioned studies, investigating the effects of the geometric
parameters on the cutting force prediction in end-milling processes still needs more
research especially when dealing with special endmill geometry, such as the geometry of
the wavy-edge, bull-nose, helical endmill (WEBNHE) and when machining difficult-tomachine metals such as Inconel 718.
The study presented in this paper investigated the effects of the geometric
parameters of wavy-edge, bull-nose, helical endmill (WEBNHE) on the cutting force
prediction in the end-milling of Inconel 718 under MQL cooling strategy. The geometric
parameters investigated in this research are: the wave length (𝜆), wave magnitude (Ma),
axial depth of the linear part of the cutting edges j (Shift (j)), and helix angle (𝛾) of the
wavy cutting edge. These parameters were varied from their standard design values, and
their new values were investigated to determine their effects on the cutting force shapes
and magnitudes. A mechanistic cutting force model was developed by the authors and
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used to predict cutting forces for this study. The mechanistic cutting force prediction
model was validated by conducting end-milling experiments on Inconel 718 at two
spindle speeds (62 and 93 rpm), with varying feedrates at each spindle speed, and
considering the effects of the cooling strategies (Minimum Quantity Lubrication [MQL]
and emulsion), which were incorporated into the mechanistic cutting force prediction
model through six cutting force and edge force coefficients that were experimentally
identified. The cutting and edge force coefficients used in the mechanistic cutting force
model were obtained from a separate study conducted by Ameen [7]. A MATLAB code
was used to simulate the mechanistic cutting force model and predict the cutting forces.
2. NOMENCLATURE
Symbol

Description

ar

Radial depth of cut

aa

Axial depth of cut

ns

Spindle speed.

𝑓

Feed rate (table feed)

𝜙s

Starting angle (the angle at which a cutting edge enters the cutting
zone)

𝜙e

Exit angle (the angle at which a cutting edge leaves the cutting
zone)

𝑑𝑎𝑎

Differential axial immersion

i

Arbitrary axial disk of the endmill

j

Arbitrary cutting edge

P𝑖𝑗

Arbitrary point at axial disk (i) and on cutting edge (j)
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𝑟𝑒 (𝑧𝑡 )

Endmill radius at point P𝑖𝑗

k(𝑧𝑡 )

Axial immersion angle

Rr

Radial distance between corner radius center and endmill
centerline

Ro

Corner radius or bull nose radius

zt

Temporary depth of cut (temporary axial immersion)

D

Endmill diameter

𝜙ij

Polar coordinate or radial immersion angle of point P𝑖𝑗

∅p

Pitch angle between preceding cutting edges

𝜓𝑖𝑗

Lag angle of point P𝑖𝑗

𝑆𝑤𝑖𝑗

Distance between the point P𝑖𝑗 and the reference line of every
cutting edge

𝜓𝑠ℎ𝑖𝑓𝑡(𝑗)

Lag angle at the last point of the linear part of the cutting edge (j).

dS

Differential cutting edge length at point P𝑖𝑗

db

Differential chip width

Nt

Number of cutting edges of the endmill.

dFt, dFr, dFa

Differential tangential, radial and axial cutting force components

Ktc ,Krc ,Kac

Cutting force coefficients in the tangential, radial and axial
directions

Kte, Kre, Kae

Edge force coefficients in the tangential, radial and axial directions

𝑓𝑡

Feed per tooth

Fx, Fy, Fz

Cutting force component in the x ,y, and z directions

Ft, Fr , Fa

Tangential, radial, and axial cutting force components.
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FR

Resultant cutting force

𝜙aij

Instantaneous angular position of the arbitrary point P𝑖𝑗

𝜙R

Rotation angle of the endmill

g

Control function

hc

Instantaneous undeformed chip thickness

λ

Wave length of one cycle of the wavy-edge

Ma

Wave magnitude of the sinusoidal wave

Shift (j)

Axial length of the linear part of every cutting edge (j)



Helix angle of the wavy-cutting edge
3. GEOMETRY OF THE WEBNHE
Figure 1 depicts a WEBNHE engaged in up-end-milling with partial radial

immersion (radial depth of cut, ar ) and axial immersion (axial depth of cut, aa ), at cutting
speed (ns) and federate (f). The endmill starts cutting at the starting angle (∅s ) , which is
equal to zero in Fig. 1, and leaves the cut at exit angle (∅e ). Engin and Altintas [8]
developed a generic mathematical model to represent many helical endmills
geometrically. Their model divided the geometry of helical endmills, in general, into two
geometric components: the envelope (outer shape) and the cutting edge shape. The
envelope is the part of the endmill that intersects with the workpiece material to produce
a particular workpiece shape, while the cutting edge shape encompasses the Cartesian
and polar coordinates of every point on the cutting edges.
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Fig. 1. The WEBNHE Engaged in Partial Radial Immersion Up-milling, Showing
Machining Parameters (aa, ar, ns, f, ∅s and ∅e )
THE WEBNHE’S ENVELOPE
Engin and Altintas [8] also divided the envelope of a ball endmill into three
cutting zones: the arc, cylindrical, and taper zones. In the same way, Talker [9] divided
the envelope of the bull-nose endmill into two cutting zones: the arc, and the cylindrical
zones as shown in Fig. 2a. The top view of the bull nose endmill engaged in up-milling is
shown in Fig. 2b. To define the two zones of the envelope, the endmill has to be axially
divided into small disks of thickness 𝑑𝑎𝑎 . Both zones are defined by an arbitrary
point P𝑖𝑗 , which is located on an axial disk (𝑖) and cutting edge (𝑗). The point P𝑖𝑗 is
defined by its radial immersion 𝑟𝑒 (𝑧𝑡 ), the distance between P𝑖𝑗 and the center of the
endmill, and by the axial immersion angle 𝑘(zt ). Radial and axial immersions can be
defined as in the following subsections:
3.1.1. For the Arc Zone
Using the triangles in Fig. 2c
(𝐵𝐶)2 + (𝐴𝐵)2 = (𝐴𝐶)2
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(𝐵𝐶)2 + (𝑅0 − 𝑧𝑡 )2 = (𝑅0 )2
𝐵𝐶 = √R20 − (𝑅𝑜 − 𝑧𝑡 )2
𝑟𝑒 (z𝑡 ) = 𝑅𝑟 + √R20 − (𝑅0 − 𝑧𝑡 )2

(1)

3.1.2. For the Cylindrical Zone
𝑟𝑒 (zt ) = 𝐷/2

(2)

The point P𝑖𝑗 has also an axial immersion that is defined by the axial immersion angle
𝑘(zt ), which could be calculated at any point along the envelope using the triangles ABC
and DEC as illustrated in Fig. 2c.
EC BC
=
DC AC
re (zt ) √R2o − (R o − zt )2
=
DC
Ro
DC =

re (zt ) × R o
√R2o − (R o − zt )2
re (zt )

sin k(zt ) =
[

re (zt ) × R o
]
√R2o − (R o − zt )2

The axial immersion angle 𝑘(zt ) can be defined in the two cutting zones as follows:
3.1.3. In the Arc Zone
k(𝑧𝑡 ) = sin−1 √1 − (1 −

zt 2
)
Ro

(𝟑)

3.1.4. In the Cylindrical Zone
k(𝑧𝑡 ) =

π
2

(4)
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a) Arc and Cylindrical Zones

b) Top View Showing Radial Immersion Up-milling
Fig. 2. Sectional Front View of the Envelope of the WEBNHE Showing a) the Arc and
Cylindrical Zones and b) Top View Showing the Radial Immersion (∅𝑖𝑗 ) of Point P𝑖𝑗 .
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c) Radial Immersion 𝑟𝑒 (z𝑡 ) and Axial Immersion Angle (k(zt ) of Point P𝑖𝑗 on the
Envelope
Fig. 2. Sectional Front View of the Envelope of the WEBNHE Showing a) the Arc and
Cylindrical Zones and b) Top View Showing the Radial Immersion (∅𝑖𝑗 ) of Point P𝑖𝑗
(cont.)
GEOMETRY OF THE WAVY CUTTING EDGE PROFILE
The second part of the WEBNHE geometry is the cutting edge shape, which is
defined by the radial immersion angle ∅𝑖𝑗 of point P𝑖𝑗 [3,5,8] as follows:
∅𝑖𝑗 = (𝑗 − 1)∅𝑝 − 𝜓𝑖𝑗

(5)

where ∅p is the pitch angle (see Fig. 2b), which can be calculated by Eq. (5a) as follows:
∅p =

2π
Nt

(5𝑎)

The lag angle 𝜓𝑖𝑗 can be approximated by unfolding the WEBNHE so that the
cutting edges become piece-wise functions of two parts: linear and nonlinear parts, as
shown in Fig. 3, then the lag angles over the two parts can be approximated. Figure 3
illustrates the first two wavy cutting edges, being unfolded as well as their linear and
nonlinear parts. Due to the unfolding process, the lag angle of point P𝑖𝑗 , (𝜓𝑖𝑗 ) has been
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converted to a distance ( 𝑆𝑤𝑖𝑗 = 𝜓 . 𝑟𝑒 ) by multiplying it by the endmill radius (𝑟𝑒 ). The
𝑖𝑗

distance 𝑆𝑤𝑖𝑗 is the approximation for the horizontal distance (x-coordinate) between the
point P𝑖𝑗 and the reference line of every cutting edge, which is shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. The First Two Wavy Cutting Edges of the WEBNHE and Their Linear and
Nonlinear Parts and Lag Angles
The expression 𝑆𝑤𝑖𝑗 of point P𝑖𝑗 is approximated based on the location of the point P𝑖𝑗 as
follows:
3.2.1. The Point Pij is Located in the Linear Part
𝑆𝑤𝑖𝑗 = 𝑖 × 𝑑𝑎𝑎 × (−𝑡𝑎𝑛(𝛾))

(5𝑏)

where (𝑖) is the disk number and the sign before the tangent (“tan”) is negative because
these cutting edges are “right handed” and would be positive if the cutting edges were
“left handed”.
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3.2.2. The Point Pij is Located in the Nonlinear Part
All wavycutting edges are identical in terms of wave length and wave magnitude,
so one wavy edge profile is enough to be approximated for all cutting edges. Thus, a
cubic spline approximation approach can be used to approximate 𝑆𝑤𝑖 at every subinterval
(n) of the wavy edge profile. The following Equation can be used in this approximation.
𝑆𝑤𝑖 (𝑧𝑖 ) = 𝑎𝑛 + 𝑏𝑛 (𝑧𝑖 − 𝑧𝑛 ) + 𝑐𝑛 (𝑧𝑖 − 𝑧𝑛 )2 + 𝑑𝑛 (𝑧𝑖 − 𝑧𝑛 )3

(5c)

where (n) is the subinterval of the wavyedge profile (n=1,2,3…,etc.). and a, b, c, and d
are coefficients that have to be calculated at every subinterval (n). More detail about this
approximation is available in [3,9].
The lag angle can be approximated also based on the location of point P𝑖𝑗 using Eq. (5d).
3.2.3. The Point Pij is Located in the Linear Part
𝜓𝑖𝑗 =

𝑆𝑤𝑖𝑗

(𝑆𝑤𝑖𝑗 of the linear part only)

𝑟𝑒

(5d)

3.2.4. The Point Pij is Located in the Nonlinear Part

𝜓𝑆ℎ𝑖𝑓𝑡 (𝑗) =

𝑆𝑤𝑆ℎ𝑖𝑓𝑡 (𝑗)
𝑟𝑒

𝜓𝑖𝑗 =

𝑆𝑤𝑖
𝑟𝑒 (zt )

+ 𝜓 𝑆ℎ𝑖𝑓𝑡(𝑗) (𝑆𝑤𝑖 on nonlinearpart only )

(5e)

where 𝜓 𝑆ℎ𝑖𝑓𝑡(𝑗) is the lag angle of the last axial point (zt=Shift) of the linear part.
THE DIFFERENTIAL EDGE LENGTH (dS)
The differential cutting edge length (𝑑𝑆) is another essential parameter for the
mechanistic cutting force prediction model. The 𝑑𝑆𝑖𝑗 could be calculated using the
following subsections [9,11, 12,13]:
3.3.1. For the Arc Zone
2

2

𝑑𝑆𝑖𝑗 = 𝑑∅𝑖𝑗 √𝑟𝑒 2 (∅𝑖𝑗 )+(𝑟𝑒 ′ (∅𝑖𝑗 )) + (𝑧 ′ (∅𝑖𝑗 ))

(6)
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Since (𝑟𝑒 ), ∅𝑖𝑗 , and 𝜓𝑖𝑗 depend on the instantaneous elevation ( zt ), Eq. (6) can be
rewritten as:
𝑑𝑆𝑖𝑗 = 𝑑𝑎𝑎 √(𝑟𝑒 (𝑧𝑡 ) 𝜓′(𝑧𝑡 ))2 +(𝑟𝑒 ′ (𝑧𝑡 ))2 + 1

(6𝑎)

Where the lag angle 𝜓(𝑧𝑡 ) could be calculated at the arc zone as:
𝜓𝑖𝑗 =

tan(𝛾)
(𝑧𝑡 )
𝑅𝑜

(6𝑏)

Difrentiating Eq. (6b) with respect to the elevation (zt ) yields:
′
𝜓𝑖𝑗
=

tan(𝛾)
𝑅𝑜

(6c)

In addition, 𝑟𝑒 ′ (𝑧𝑡 ) can be calculated by differentiating Eq. (1) as follows:
𝑟𝑒 ′ (𝑧𝑡 ) =

𝑧𝑡 − 𝑅𝑜

(6d)

√𝑅𝑜2 − (𝑅𝑜 − 𝑧𝑡 )2

Substituting Eqs. (1), (6c), and (6d) in Eq. (6a) gives the dS in the arc zone as:
2

(𝑧𝑡 − 𝑅𝑜 )2
𝑅𝑟 + √𝑅𝑜2 − (𝑅𝑜 − 𝑧𝑡 )2
2
√
𝑑𝑆𝑖𝑗 = 𝑑𝑎𝑎 [
] tan 𝛾 + 2
+1
𝑅𝑜
𝑅𝑜 − (𝑅𝑜 − 𝑧𝑡 )2

(6e)

More information about the derivation of these euations can be found in [10,11, 12]
3.3.2. For the Cylindrical Zone
𝑑𝑆𝑖𝑗 = √((||𝑆𝑤(𝑧𝑡 )(𝑖+1) | − |𝑆𝑤(𝑧𝑡 )(𝑖) ||)2 ) 𝑗 + (𝑑𝑎𝑎 )2

(7)

THE DIFFERENTIAL CHIP WIDTH (db)
Due to the bull nose of the WEBNHE, the differential axial disk thickness (daa)
can not be used for chip cross-sectional area calculation, which is needed for the cuting
force prediction. Chip width (db) was used instead, so it had to be identified for the arc
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and cylinderical zones. Figure 4 depicts the chip width (db) in both zones, which were
calculated by using Eqs. (8) and (9) as follows [11,12,13]:
3.4.1. For the Arc Zone
db𝑖𝑗 =

daa
sin(k)

(8)

3.4.2. For the Cylindrical Zone
(9)

db𝑖𝑗 = 𝑑𝑎𝑎
The axial immersion angle (k) was calculated in Eq. (3).

Fig. 4. Chip Width in the Arc and Cylindrical Zones
4. MECHANISTIC CUTTING FORCE MODELING OF WEBNHE
The differential tangential, radial, and axial cutting force components
(𝑑𝐹𝑡 , 𝑑𝐹𝑟 , 𝑑𝐹𝑎 ) at the point P𝑖𝑗 can be predicted mechanistically using Eq. (10) as follows
[8,10,11,12]:
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𝑑𝐹𝑡 (∅𝑗 , 𝑧𝑡 ) = 𝑘𝑡𝑒 𝑑𝑆 + k 𝑡𝑐 h𝑐𝑖𝑗 . db
𝑑𝐹𝑟 (∅𝑗 , 𝑧𝑡 ) = 𝑘𝑟𝑒 𝑑𝑆 + k 𝑟𝑐 h𝑐𝑖𝑗 . 𝑑𝑏
𝑑𝐹𝑎 (∅𝑗 , 𝑧𝑡 ) = 𝑘𝑎𝑒 𝑑𝑆 + k 𝑎𝑐 h𝑐𝑖𝑗 . 𝑑𝑏

(10)

Two mechanisms were considered in Eq. (10); ploughing and shearing [14]. The first
term in the right-hand side of the Equation represents the ploughing mechanism, whereas
the second term represents the shearing mechanism.
DIFFERENTIAL CHIP THICKNESS CALCULATION
From Eq. (10) and Figs. 2a and 2b, it is obvious that the instantaneous chip
thickness h𝑐𝑖𝑗 is essential for mechanistic cutting force prediction. The instantenous chip
thicknes ℎ𝑐𝑖𝑗 is a function of the radial immersion angle ∅𝑖𝑗 of point P𝑖𝑗 , which was
calculated using Eq. (5). However, because ℎ𝑐𝑖𝑗 of point P𝑖𝑗 is calculated at every
rotational step of the cutting edges, ∅𝑖𝑗 is replaced by ∅𝑎𝑖𝑗 , which accounts for the
rotational angle of the endmill. Accordingly, Eq. (5) was replaced by Eq. (11) as follows:
∅𝑎𝑖𝑗 = ∅𝑅 + (𝑗 − 1)∅𝑝 − 𝜓𝑖𝑗

(11)

Therefore h𝑐𝑖𝑗 can be calculated from Eq. (12) [15]:
h𝑐𝑖𝑗 = 𝑓𝑡𝑖𝑗 ∗ sin(∅𝑎𝑖𝑗 ) . sin(k 𝑖𝑗 ) . g(∅𝑎𝑖𝑗 )
where; g(∅𝑎𝑖𝑗 ) is a controlling function that determines whether the cutting edge is
within the cutting zone or not. Two options are possible:
g(∅𝑖𝑗 ) = 1 when (∅𝑠 ) < (∅𝑎𝑖𝑗 ) ⩾ (∅𝑒 )
or
g(∅𝑖𝑗 ) = 0 when (∅𝑠 ) > (∅𝑎𝑖𝑗 ) or (∅𝑎𝑖𝑗 ) > (∅𝑒 )

(12)
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FEED PER TOOTH CALCULATION ft (ij)
Due to the unequal pitch angle of the wavy-cutting edges, the feed-per-tooth of
point P𝑖𝑗 was calculated based on the location of point P𝑖𝑗 as follows:
𝑓𝑡(𝑖𝑗) =

(∅𝑗+1 − ∅𝑗 )𝑖 × 𝑓
ns × 2𝜋

(13)

CUTTING FORCE AND EDGE FORCE COEFFICIENTS
Cutting force coefficients ( ktc , krc , kac) and edge force coefficients ( kte , kre , kae )
are also necessary for the mechanistic cutting forces prediction. Ameen [7] conducted a
research in which he identified these coefficients mechanistically. The author conducted
end-milling experiments on Inconel 718 with the WEBNHE at two cutting speeds (62
and 93 rpm) and under four cooling strategies: emulsion, Minimum Quantity Lubrication
(MQL), LN2, and combined MQL+LN2. Table 1 shows the cutting force and edge force
coefficients obtained form the emulsion and MQL cooling strategies at the two cutting
speeds: 62 and 93 rpm.
Table1. Identified Specific Cutting and Edge Force Coefficients for End-milling with
WEBNHE at Two Cutting Speeds 62 and 93 rpm, under Emulsion and MQL Cooling
Strategies.
Cooling
ns
ktc
krc
kac
kte
kre
kae
Strategy
(rpm)
N/mm2 N/mm2 N/mm2
N/mm
N/mm
N/mm
62

3172.2

-5135.1

-746.5

40.2797

-45.6

3.3919

93

6489.7

-7951.9

179.057

-21.384

9.6

-3.296

62

2604

-4948

-76.26

31.4299

-35.2

-6.922

93

3328.6

-5348

-515.87

12.7994

-25.8

0.0366

emulsion

MQL

CUTTING FORCE PROJECTION AND SUMMATION
The differential cutting force components (𝑑𝐹𝑡 , 𝑑𝐹𝑟 , and 𝑑𝐹𝑎 ) calculated in the
previous section were redirected or projected into the nominal axes of the end-milling
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machine (x,y, and z), which are arranged in a mutually perpendicular configuration[16].
For this purpose Eq. (14) was used.
− cos(∅𝑎𝑖𝑗 )
𝑑𝐹𝑥
[𝑑𝐹𝑦 ] = [ sin(∅𝑎𝑖𝑗 )
𝑑𝐹𝑧
0

− sin(∅𝑎𝑖𝑗 )sin(𝑘𝑖𝑗 )
−cos(∅𝑎𝑖𝑗 ) sin(𝑘𝑖𝑗 )
−cos(𝑘𝑖𝑗 )

− sin(∅𝑎𝑖𝑗 ) cos(𝑘𝑖𝑗 )

𝑑𝐹𝑡
− cos(∅𝑎𝑖𝑗 ) cos(𝑘𝑖𝑗 )] [ 𝑑𝐹𝑟 ]
𝑑𝐹𝑎
−sin(𝑘𝑖𝑗 )

(14)

The total cutting force for each cutting edge was calculated by integrating the differential
cutting forces components 𝑑𝐹𝑥 , 𝑑𝐹𝑦, 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑑𝐹𝑧 along the axial immersion of wavy cutting
edges.
𝑁

𝑎

𝑁

𝑎

𝑎
𝑡
𝐹𝑥 (∅𝑖𝑗 ) = ∑𝑖=1
∫0 𝑑𝐹𝑥 {∅𝑖𝑗 (𝑧𝑡 , 𝑘𝑖𝑗 )}. 𝑑𝑧
𝑎
𝑡
𝐹𝑦 (∅𝑖𝑗 ) = ∑𝑖=1
∫0 𝑑𝐹𝑦 {∅𝑖𝑗 (𝑧𝑡 , 𝑘𝑖𝑗 )}. 𝑑𝑧

𝐹𝑧 (∅𝑖𝑗 ) =

𝑎𝑎
𝑡
∑𝑁
𝑖=1 ∫0 𝑑𝐹𝑧

(15)

{∅𝑖𝑗 (𝑧𝑡 , 𝑘𝑖𝑗 )}. 𝑑𝑧

Substituting Eq. (14) into Eq. (15) yields the following:
𝑎

𝑁𝑡
𝑎
𝐹𝑥 (∅𝑖𝑗 ) ∑𝑗=1 ∫0 [−𝑑𝐹𝑡 𝑐𝑜𝑠(∅𝑖𝑗 )
𝑎𝑎
𝑁𝑡
𝐹𝑦 (∅𝑖𝑗 ) ∑𝑗=1
∫0 [−𝑑𝐹𝑡 𝑠𝑖𝑛(∅𝑖𝑗 )

−𝑑𝐹𝑟 𝑠𝑖𝑛(∅𝑖𝑗 ) 𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝑘)

−𝑑𝐹𝑎 𝑠𝑖𝑛(∅𝑖𝑗 )]𝑑𝑧

−𝑑𝐹𝑟 𝑐𝑜𝑠(∅𝑖𝑗 ) 𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝑘)

−𝑑𝐹𝑎 𝑐𝑜𝑠(∅𝑖𝑗 )] 𝑑𝑧 (16)

0

−𝑑𝐹𝑓𝑟 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝑘𝑖𝑗 )

𝑎𝑎
𝑡
𝐹𝑧 (∅𝑖𝑗 ) { ∑𝑁
𝑗=1 ∫ [0

−𝑑𝐹𝑎 𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝑘)] 𝑑𝑧 }

5. EXPERIMENTAL WORK CONFIGURATION
This research involved two experimental tasks. The first task was to validate the
mechanistic cutting force prediction model; the second task was to use the mechanistic
cutting force prediction model to investigate the effects of the geometric parameters of
the WEBNHE on the predicted cutting force components. The parameters under
investigation were: the wave length (𝜆), (the peak-to-peak distance), wave magnitude
(Ma) (the distance between the top and bottom of the wavycutting edge), the axial shift
(Shift (j)) (the length of the linear part of every wavy cutting edge), and the helix angle
(𝛾) (the angle between the axis of the endmill and the wavy cutting edges.
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MECHANISTIC CUTTING FORCE PREDICTION MODEL VALIDATION
The mechanistic cutting force model developed previously had to be combined
with the effect of the Minimum Quantity Lubrication (MQL) cooling strategy and
validated with end-milling experiments.
5.1.1. Minimum Quantity Lubrication (MQL)
Minimum Quantity Lubrication (MQL) is a process of applying a minute amount
of environmental friendly and high-efficiency cooling and lubricating vegetable oil
directly onto the tool-chip and tool-work piece interfaces. Previous research has shown
that MQL reduces the cutting force, extendes the tool life, and improves the surface finish
of the machined part [17]. Several types of vegetable oils are used as lubricants in MQL.
LB-2000, which is provided by the Accu-Lube®/Rustlick™ Company, was used for this
investigation. This oil was pressurized using aerosol and compressed air toward the toolwork-piece interface.
5.1.2. Experimental Setup
End-milling experiments were conducted to validate the mechanistic cutting force
model under the MQL and emulsion cooling strategies. A Cincinnati Milacron Sabre 750
Vertical Machining Center (VMC) with an Acramatic 2100 controller was used to
conduct the end-milling of Inconel-718 using the WEBNHE. A WEBNHE of 31.75 mm
(1.25 in.) diameter and 3.048 mm corner radius with six cutting edges was used for upmilling. Experiments were conducted under two cutting speeds: 62 and 93 rev/min. The
cutting parameters were as follows: axial depth of cut (aa) = 18.75 mm, radial depth of
cut (ar) = 1.75mm, and feed rate = 41.85 mm/min.
The three components of the cutting force (Fx, Fy, and Fz) were measured at the
two cutting speeds using a Kistler 9272 four-component dynamometer. A Kistler Type
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5010B dual mode amplifier was used to amplify the output signals acquired by the
dynamometer. The amplified signals were passed through low-pass filters with a cut off
frequency of 680 Hz to decrease the undesirable noise from the end-milling process. A
Tektronix TDS 420A digitizing oscilloscope was used to acquire the amplified and
filtered signals at 1 kHz sampling frequency, using a number of sample points (N) per
signals of 5000, resulting in a time domain record length of 5 seconds. The digitized
outputs were acquired, saved and sent to a computer for analysis. The time domain
signals were converted into the angle domain to match the x-axis of the cutting force
components predicted by the mechanistic model.
EFFECTS OF GEOMETRIC PARAMETERS ON CUTTING FORCES
Figure 5 illustrates the unfolded cutting edges of the WEBNHE. The Figure
shows the following geometric parameters investigated in this research: wave length, (𝜆),
wave magnitude, (Ma), axial length of the linear part of the wavy cutting edge (j), Shift
(j), and the helix angle, (𝛾). These parameters were predetermined by the designer of this
endmill; however, new values for each parameter were also investigated and compared
to the original design values. Table 2 shows the values of Ma, 𝜆 and 𝛾, whereas Table 3
shows three groups of Shift (j) values for all six cutting edges. These groups were coded
as: group-A, group-B, and group-C. Only one Geometric parameter was investigated at a
time, while the others remained constant.
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Fig. 5. Unfolded Wavy-cutting Edges of the WEBNHE Showing the Geometric
Parameters Investigated
Table 2. Value of the Geometric Parameters Investigated
Geometric
value (1)
value (2)
(current design values)
parameter
(mm)
(mm)
1.974
2.974
Ma
12.875
15.875
λ
25
30
𝛾

value (3)
(mm)
3.974
18.875
35

Table 3. Values of the Axial Length of the Linear Part of the Cutting Edge (Shift)
Investigated
Shift group
Number of cutting edges
1st
2nd
3th
4th
5th
A
B (current design values)
C

2.724
4.724
6.724

5.010
7.010
8.010

Shift values (mm)
7.321
9.607
11.893
9.321
11.607
13.893
11.321
13.607
15.893

6th
14.179
16.179
18.179
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6. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION RESULTS
Figures 6a and 6b show comparative plots of measured (red) and predicted (blue)
cutting force components (𝐹𝑥 , 𝐹𝑦 , 𝐹𝑧 ), at two cutting speeds (62 and 93 rpm), under the
MQL cooling strategy at the current geometric parameter design values of Ma =2.794 mm,
𝜆 =15.875 mm, Shift (1) = 4.724, Shift (2) = 7.010, Shift (3) = 9.321, Shift (4) =11.607,
Shift (5) = 13.893, Shift (6) = 16.179 mm, and 𝛾 =30ᵒ. The measured and predicted cutting
force components at both spindle speeds were in good agreement in magnitude and shape.
Figure 7 shows a comparative plot of the average predicted maximum cutting force
components (𝐹̅𝑥 𝑚𝑎𝑥 , 𝐹̅𝑦 𝑚𝑎𝑥 , 𝐹̅𝑧 𝑚𝑎𝑥 ) for one revolution of the WEBNHE at the two spindle
speeds of 62 and 93 rpm. The lower spindle speed of 62 rpm generated higher cutting force
components and resultant cutting force than the higher spindle speed of 93 rpm. This result
was expected because when the cutting speed increases, the feed-per-tooth decreases if the
table feed remains constant [see Eq. (13)]. Hence, the high spindle speed of 93 rpm was
used for the remainder of the investigation since it generates lower cutting force
components and resultant cutting force, and thus improves the machinability of Inconel
718. Regarding the cutting force peaks per one revolution of the endmill, the number of
cutting force peaks reflects the number of cutting edges of the endmill. The maximum
cutting force magnitude and shape generated by each wavy-cutting edge is unique, due to
the unique geometric design of each wavy cutting edge. The shapes and magnitudes of the
cutting force peaks are different than the cutting force peaks obtained from standard,
helical, endmills, where the shapes of the cutting force peaks are symmetric and the
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maximum cutting force magnitudes for all cutting edges are equal (there is an exception
for an endmill with runout).

a) Cutting Force Components for the WEBNHE under MQL Cooling at 62 rpm

b) Cutting Force Components for the WEBNHE under MQL Cooling at 93 rpm
Fig. 6. Measured and Predicted (Simulated) Cutting Force Components of End-milling
Using the WEBNHE under the MQL Cooling Strategy, at Two Cutting Speeds (62 and
93 rpm)
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Fig. 7. Average Predicted Maximum Cutting Force Components (𝐹̅𝑥 𝑚𝑎𝑥 , 𝐹̅𝑦 𝑚𝑎𝑥 , 𝐹̅𝑧 𝑚𝑎𝑥 )
and Resultant Cutting Force (𝐹̅𝑅 𝑚𝑎𝑥 ) at 62 and 93 rpm under the MQL Cooling Strategy
Figure 8 compares the maximum cutting force components and the resultant
cutting force (𝐹̅𝑥 𝑚𝑎𝑥 , 𝐹̅𝑦 𝑚𝑎𝑥 , 𝐹̅𝑧 𝑚𝑎𝑥 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐹̅𝑅 𝑚𝑎𝑥 ) generated under the MQL and emulsion
cooling strategies. Apparently, the maximum magnitudes of the cutting force components
and the resultant cutting force (𝐹̅𝑥 𝑚𝑎𝑥 , 𝐹̅𝑦 𝑚𝑎𝑥 , 𝐹̅𝑧 𝑚𝑎𝑥 and 𝐹̅𝑅 𝑚𝑎𝑥 ) generated under MQL
are lower than under the emulsion cooling strategy. This was resulted from the superior
lubrication and cooling efficiency of the MQL over the emulsion cooling strategy [17].

Fig. 8. Average Predicted Maximum Cutting Force Components (𝐹̅𝑥 𝑚𝑎𝑥 , 𝐹̅𝑦 𝑚𝑎𝑥 , 𝐹̅𝑧 𝑚𝑎𝑥 )
and the Resultant Cutting Force (𝐹̅𝑅 𝑚𝑎𝑥 ) Generated under MQL and Emulsions Cooling
Strategies at 93 rpm
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EFFECTS OF THE WAVY-PROFILE CUTTING EDGES ON THE
PREDICTED CUTTING FORCE COMPONENTS AND THE RESULTANT
CUTTING FORCE
Figures 9 and 10 show the predicted cutting force components for one revolution
of the WEBNHE, and of the standard bull-nose helical endmill (SBNHE), respectively.
The cutting forces in both Figs. were predicted at 93 rpm. The geometries of both
endmills were the same except for the shapes of the cutting edges. The SBNHE
prediction was obtained by increasing the Shift (j) value so that the axial depth of cut
involved only the linear parts of the wavy cutting edges.

Fig. 9. Cutting Force Components and the Resultant Cutting Force Predicted in Endmilling using WEBNHE at the Current Values of the Geometric Parameters
of the WEBNHE
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Fig. 10. Cutting Force Components and the Resultant Cutting Force Predicted in Endmilling with the SBNHE
From Figs. 9 and 10, the cutting force component in the feed direction (Fy) had
the highest magnitude among all the cutting force components, followed by the cutting
force component perpendicular to the feed direction (Fx) and then the cutting force
component in the axial direction of the endmill, (Fz). More importantly, the wavy cutting
edges of the WEBNHE drastically changed the magnitude and shape of the cutting force
peaks of all the cutting force components. The unique geometry of the wavy cutting
edges and the asymmetric feed-per-tooth of every point on the wavy cutting edges are the
cause of these changes. Moreover, despite the fact that the wavy profile increased the
cutting force exerted on some of the wavy cutting edges (such as the first cutting edge in
this case) and decreased the cutting force on some of the wavy cutting edges (such as the
second and the third cutting edges), two advantages were gained from this: the first one is
that the cutting force peaks became wider, which means that the wavy-cutting edge spent
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more time in the cutting zone than did the standard helical cutting edge. Schmitz and
Smith [18] stated that the wider peak of the cutting force results in lower tooth-passing
frequency; thus, there is less tendency to induce vibration of the cutting edges of the
endmill, or it has the ability to suspend the vibration. The second advantage is that the
unequal distribution of the cutting force on the cutting edges could help to improve the
surface location error [19].
6.2.1. Effects of the Wave Magnitude (Ma) on the Maximums and Ranges of the
Predicted Cutting Force Components and the Resultant Cutting Force
Figures 11a, 11b, and 11c, 12a, and 12b show that Fx and Fz are not affected by
the value of the wave magnitude (Ma). The feed force, Fy, however, is significantly
affected by the value of (Ma). More precisely, Fig. 12a shows that when the (Ma)
increased from 1.794 mm to 3.794 mm, the maximum magnitude of the feed force, Fy max2
increased from 2089 N to 2372 N, whereas Fx max and Fz max showed only a very small
change. Likewise, the range of the feed force, Fy range3 increased from 1873 N to 2156 N
as shown in Fig. 12b. Increasing the Fmax of any cutting force component means more
cutting force is exerted on the endmill; however increasing the Frange of any cutting force
component means more cutting force range, which creates a more intermittent effect of
the endmill and a less smooth cutting operation.

2

Fx max, Fy max, Fz max are the maximum magnitudes of Fx, Fy, and Fz cutting force components respectively

3

Fx range, Fy range Fz

range

are the difference between maximum and minimum magnitudes of F x, Fy, and Fz

cutting force components respectively.
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a) Predicted Cutting Force Components for Wave Magnitude Ma = 1.794

b) Predicted Cutting Force Components for Wave Magnitude Ma = 2.794
Fig. 11. Predicted Cutting Force Components and the Resultant Cutting Force for
Different Values of the Wave Magnitude (Ma)
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c) Predicted Cutting Force Components for Wave Magnitude Ma = 3.794
Fig.11. Predicted Cutting Force Components and the Resultant Cutting Force for
Different Values of the Wave Magnitude (Ma) (cont.)

a) Effects of the Wave Magnitude Ma on the Maximums of the Predicted Cutting Force
Components Fx max, Fy max, and Fz max, and the Resultant Cutting Force FRmax
Fig. 12. Effects of the Wave Magnitude Ma on the Maximums and Ranges of the
Predicted Cutting Force Components and the Resultant Cutting Force
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b) Effects of the Wave Magnitude (Ma) on the Ranges of the Predicted Cutting Force
Components Fx range, Fy range, and Fz range, and the Resultant Cutting Force FR range
Fig. 12. Effects of the Wave Magnitude Ma on the Maximums and Ranges of the
Predicted Cutting Force Components and the Resultant Cutting Force (cont.)
6.2.2.Effects of the Wave Length (𝜆) on the Maximums and Ranges of the Predicted
Cutting Force Components and the Resultant Cutting Force
The predicted cutting force components and the resultant cutting force for
different values of the wave length (𝜆) are shown in Figs. 13a, 13b, and 13c. The effects
of the wave magnitude on the maximum cutting force components and on the ranges of
the cutting force components are shown in Figs. 14a and 14b, respectively. Similar to the
case of wave magnitude (Ma), increasing the wave length (𝜆) did not significantly affect
the cutting force components (Fx and Fz); however, it affected the cutting force
component in the feed direction (Fy) significantly, as shown in Figs. 13a, 13b,13c, 14a,
and 14b. In contrast to the magnitude (Ma), when the wave length (𝜆) increased from
12.875 mm to 18.875 mm, the maximum predicted cutting force component in the feed
direction (Fy max) decreased from 2234 N to 2024 N as shown in Fig. 14a. Likewise, the
range of the feed force component (Fy range) decreased from 2088 N to 1717 N as shown
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in Fig. 14b. It is obvious that increasing the wave length (𝜆) decreased the feed force (Fy)
exerted on the first cutting edge.

a) Predicted Cutting Force Components for Wave Length (𝜆) =12.875

b) Predicted Cutting Force Components for Wave Length (λ) = 15.875
Fig. 13. Predicted Cutting Force Components and the Resultant Cutting Force for
Different Values of the Wave Length
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c) Predicted Cutting force Components for Wave Length (𝜆) =18.875
Fig. 13. Predicted Cutting Force Components and the Resultant Cutting Force for
Different Values of the Wave Length (cont.)

a) Effects of wave length (𝜆) on the maximum predicted cutting force components (Fx
max, Fy max, and Fz max) and the resultant cutting force (FRmax)
Fig. 14. Effects of the Wave Length (𝜆) on the Maximums and Ranges of the
Predicted Cutting Force Components and the Resultant Cutting Force
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b) Effect of the Wave Length 𝜆 on the Ranges of Predicted Cutting Force Components
(Fx max, Fy max, and Fz max) and the resultant cutting force (FR range)
Fig. 14. Effects of the Wave Length (𝜆) on the Maximums and Ranges of the Predicted
Cutting Force Components and the Resultant Cutting Force (cont.)
6.2.3. Effects of the Axial Shift [Shift (j)] on the Maximums and the Ranges of the
Predicted Cutting Force Components and the Resultant Cutting Force
It has been mentioned previously that every wavy cutting edge includes two parts:
linear and nonlinear. Accordingly, the axial shift Shift (j) of a wavy cutting edge (j) is the
depth of cut (axial depth) of the linear part of that wavycutting edge. Figure 5 illustrates
the values of Shift (j) for all the cutting edges. These values were designed not to be
equal in order to displace the consecutive wavycutting edges axially from each other,
which randomizes the time delay between the points 𝑃𝑗 and 𝑃𝑗+1 located at the same axial
location (i), but on consecutive wavy cutting edges (j, j+1). Randomizing the time delay
between these points was intended to improve the dynamic performance of this endmill
[19]. Three groupes of Shift (j) values were investigated as shown in Table 3. They were
coded as group-A, group-B, and group-C. Each group had values of Shift equal to the
number of cutting edges (Nt). Figs. 15a, 15b, and 15c show the predicted cutting force
components of group-A, group-B, and group-C respectively. Likewise, in the case of the
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wave magnitude (Ma) and wave length (𝜆), the feed force (Fy) was the most affected by
Shift (j) variations, as shown in Fig. 16a. Figure 16a indicates that the maximum
predicted feed force (Fy max) decreased from 2285 N when applying group-A, and to 1882
N when applying group–C (group B was higher than group A by 2 mm, and group C was
higher than group B by 2 mm). Figure 16b illustrates the effects of the three groups of
Shift (j) on the ranges of the cutting force components (FRange). Likewise, the range of the
feed force (Fy range) decreased from 2069 N when applying Shifts in group-A, and to 1688
N when applying Shifts in group-C.

a) Predicted Cutting force Components for Group-A Axial Shift
Fig. 15. Predicted Cutting Force Components and the Resultant Cutting Force for
Different Groups of the Axial Shift (Shift (j))
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b) Predicted Cutting Force Components for Group-B Axial Shift

c) Predicted Cutting Force Components for Group-C Axial Shift
Fig. 15. Predicted Cutting Force components and the Resultant Cutting Force for
Different Groups of Axial Shift (Shift (j)) (cont.)
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a) Effects of the Three Groups of Shift (j) on the Maximums of the Predicted Cutting
Force Components (Fx max, Fy max, and Fz max), and the Resultant Cutting Force (FR max)

b) Effects of the Three Groups of Shift (j) on Ranges of predicted Cutting Force
Components Fx range, Fy range, and Fz range, and the Resultant Cutting Force (FR range)
Fig. 16. Effects of the Three Groups of Shift (j) on the Maximums and Ranges of the
Predicted Cutting Force Components and the Resultant Cutting Force
6.2.4. Effects of the Helix Angle (𝛾) on the Maximums and Ranges of the Predicted
Cutting Force Components and the Resultant Cutting Force
This section investigated the effects of the helix angle (𝛾) variation on the
predicted cutting force components. Three values of the helix angle were investigated:
25ᵒ, 30ᵒ, and 35ᵒ. Cutting force components predicted at these values are shown in Figs.
17a, 17b, and17c. The cutting force components Fx and Fy were slightly affected by the
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helix angle variation. When the helix angle (𝛾) increased from 25o to 35o, the cutting
force components (Fx max and Fy max) decreased from 580 N to 502 N for the cutting force
component (Fx max), and from 2251 N to 2184 N for the feed force component (Fy max), as
shown in Fig. 18a. The cutting force component (Fz max) also decreased from 464 N to
459 N. Likewise, the ranges of the cutting force components (Fx range, Fy range, and Fz range)
decreased from 580 N to 321 N for the range of (Fx range), from 2251 N to 1613 N for the
range of (Fy range), and from 464 N to 422 N for the range of Fz range as shown in Fig. 18b.
Increasing the helix angle decreased the fluctuating range of the cutting force besides
decreasing the magnitudes of the cutting force components.

a) Predicted Cutting Force Components for the Helix Angle (𝛾) = 25ᵒ
Fig. 17. Predicted Cutting Force Components and the Resultant Cutting Force for
Different Values of the Helix Angle
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b) Predicted Cutting Force Components for the Helix Angle (𝛾) = 30ᵒ

c) Predicted Cutting Force Components for the Helix Angle (𝛾) = 35ᵒ
Fig. 17. Predicted Cutting Force Components and the Resultant Cutting Force for
Different Values of the Helix Angle (cont.)
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a) Effects of the Helix Angle (𝛾) on the Maximums of the Predicted Cutting Force
Components (Fx max, Fy max, and Fz max), and the Resultant Cutting Force (FR max)

b) Effects of the Helix Angle (𝛾) on the Ranges of the Predicted Cutting Force
Components (Fx range, Fy range, and Fz range), and the Resultant Cutting Force (FR range)
Fig. 18. Effect of the Helix angle (𝛾) on Maximums and Ranges of the Predicted
Cutting Force Components and Resultant Cutting Force
7. CONCLUSION
This research investigated the effects of four geometric parameters on the
predicted cutting force components in the end-milling of Inconel 718 using a wavy-edge,
bull-nose, helical endmill (WEBNHE), under the Minimum Quantity Lubrication (MQL)
cooling strategy. A mechanistic cutting force prediction model was developed by the
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authors and used to investigate the effects of the geometric parameters, wave length (𝜆),
wave magnitude (Ma), axial shift of the linear part of cutting edge (j) (Shift (j)), and the
helix angle (𝛾) on the predicted cutting force components. End-milling experiments to
validate the mechanistic cutting force prediction model were conducted on Inconel 718
using the WEBNHE under two spindle speeds. From the results of this investigation, the
following observations can be drawn:
1. The predicted cutting force components are very much in agreement with the
measured cutting force components in shape and magnitude.
2. End-milling with the WEBNHE at the high spindle speed of 93 rpm generated lower
cutting force components and a lower resultant cutting force than end-milling at the
low spindle speed of 62 rpm.
3. Comparing the predicted cutting force components and the resultant cutting force in
end-milling with the WEBNHEcompared to SBNHE shows that the wavy profile
cutting edges of the WEBNHE reform the shapes and magnitudes of the cutting force
peaks. The magnitudes and shapes of the cutting force peaks were symmetric in the
case of the SBNHE (if runout does not exist in the endmill) but they were asymmetric
in the case of the WEBNHE. This means that some cutting edges encounter more
cutting forces than others, which reduces the tool life but also improves the surface
location error.
4. The cutting force component in the feed direction (Fy ) was the largest in magnitude,
followed by the cutting force component perpendicular to the feed direction (Fx),
where the axial cutting force component Fz was the lowest.
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5.

The wavy cutting edge spent longer time in cutting zone than the standard helical
cutting edge, which reduced the range of the cutting force fluctuation and improved
the chatter or the end-milling dynamic.

6. The range of cutting force components for the wavy cutting edges was less than its
counterparts for the standard, helical, cutting edges. The lower range of the cutting
force magnitude resultd in a smoother end-milling operation.
7. Increasing the wave magnitude (Ma) of the wavy cutting edges of the WEBNHE
increased the magnitudes and ranges of the cutting force component in the feed
direction (Fy) and the resultant cutting force (FR), whereas increasing the wave
magnitude (Ma) did not significantly affect the cutting force components Fx and Fz.
8. Increasing the wave length (𝜆) and the axial shift (Shift (j)) of the wavy cutting edges
of the WEBNHE decreased the magnitudes and ranges of the cutting force component
in the feed direction, Fy, and the resultant cutting force FR, whereas increasing both
parameter did not significantly affect the cutting force components Fx and Fz.
9. Increasing the helix angle (𝛾) of the wavy cutting edges of the WEBNHE from 25ᵒ to
30ᵒ decreased the magnitudes and ranges of the cutting force components Fy and Fx ,
and the resultant cutting force FR, but did not affect the cutting force component Fz
significantly. However, increasing the helix angle (𝛾) from 30ᵒ to 35ᵒ does not
significantly affect any of the cutting force components.
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SECTION
2. CONCLUSION
2.1. CONCLUSIONS FROM DEVELOPING THE MECHANISTIC CUTTING
FORCE MODEL
A mathematical model has been developed to represent the geometry of the wavyedge, bull-nose, helical endmills (WEBNHE), and a mechanistic cutting force model to
predict the cutting force components and the resultant cutting force in the high speed endmilling of Inconel 718 using the WEBNHE under emulsion and Minimum Quantity
Lubrication (MQL) cooling and lubrication strategies has also been developed. The
mechanistic model accounts for the shearing and ploughing effects of the endmill.
MATLAB codes were developed for simulating the geometric and the mechanistic
cutting force models. The developed mechanistic cutting force model has been validated
by conducting end-milling tests on Inconel 718 blocks using a vertical machining center.
The predicted cutting force components are very much in agreement with the measured
cutting force components in shape and magnitude in the x, y, and z directions.
2.2. CONCLUSIONS FROM INVESTIGATING THE EFFECTS OF THE
EMULSION AND MQL COOLING STRTEGIES ON THE PREDICTED
CUTTING FORCE COMPONENTS AND THE RESULTANT CUTTING
FORCE
1. MQL generated lower predicted cutting force components than conventional
emulsion cooling at both the low and high spindle speeds of 62 and 93 rpm,
indicating that MQL possesses superior cooling and lubrication capabilities compared
to emulsion cooling, which could be attached to the low friction force of the tool-chip
and tool-workpiece material.
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2. All maximum predicted cutting force components (Fx max, Fy max, and Fz max) decreased
with an increase in spindle speed.
3. The cutting force component in the feed direction (Fy) was the largest cutting force
component and was significantly affected by the cooling strategy and spindle speed,
followed by Fx and Fz. FR max follows the trend of Fy max, which was the largest and
most affected cutting force component.
4. Due to the high efficiency of MQL, the end-milling of Inconel 718 under MQL at the
low spindle speed of 62 rpm generated a lower cutting force magnitude than endmilling under emulsion at a high spindle speed of 93 rpm.
5. The cutting force components increased with an increase in feed rate. The increasing
rate of every cutting force component was proportional to its magnitude.
6. The cutting force component in the feed direction (Fy) was the largest and most
affected by the cooling strategy and feed rate, followed by Fx, and then, Fz.
7. End-milling under MQL cooling at a feed rate of 27.9 mm/min generated the lowest
magnitudes of cutting force components, while under emulsion cooling, a feed rate of
55.8 mm/min generated the highest magnitude of cutting force components.
8. The resultant cutting force component followed the trend of the largest and mostaffected cutting force component in the feed direction, Fy.
9. The maximum cutting force components (Fx max and Fy max) and the resultant cutting
force (FR max) increased with increase in the depth of cut. The rates of increase of the
cutting force components under the MQL were lower than under emulsion.
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10. Under the MQL cooling strategy, the depth of cut could be increased with a very
small proportional increase in the cutting forces, thus resulting in higher material
removal rates and productivity than under emulsion cooling.
11. The maximum cutting force component (Fz) was not affected by the axial depth of
cut, but it was affected by the cooling strategy. Under the MQL cooling strategy, the
generated Fz max was lower than that generated under Emulsion cooling strategy.
12. From an environmental and health impact perspective, MQL cooling can significantly
improve the machinability of Inconel 718, meet the demands for cleaner machining of
this material, serve as an alternative to conventional emulsion cooling, and foster
sustainable manufacturing.
2.3. CONCLUSIONS FROM INVESTIGATING THE EFFECTS OF THE
GEOMETRIC PARAMETERS OF THE WEBNHE ON THE PREDICTED
CUTTING FORCE COMPONENTS AND THE RESULTANT CUTTING
FORCE
1. The cutting force component in the feed direction (Fy) was the largest in magnitude,
followed by the cutting force component perpendicular to the feed direction (Fx), with
the axial cutting force component (Fz) as the least.
2. The wavy cutting edge spent a longer time in the cutting zone than the standard,
helical, cutting edge, which reduced the range of cutting force fluctuation and
improved chatter or the end-milling dynamics.
3. The range of cutting force components for the wavy cutting edges was less than its
counterparts for the standard, helical, cutting edges. The lower range of the cutting
force magnitude resulted in a smoother end-milling operation.
4. Increasing the wave magnitude (Ma) of the wavy cutting edges of the WEBNHE
increased the magnitudes and ranges of the cutting force component in the feed
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direction (Fy) and the resultant cutting force (FR), whereas increasing the wave
magnitude (Ma) did not significantly affect the cutting force components Fx and Fz.
5. Increasing the wavelength (𝜆) and the axial shift (Shift (j)) of the wavy cutting edges
of the WEBNHE decreased the magnitude and range of the cutting force component
in the feed direction (Fy) and the resultant cutting force (FR), whereas increasing both
parameters did not significantly affect the cutting force components Fx and Fz.
6. Increasing the helix angle (𝛾) of the wavy cutting edges of the WEBNHE from 25 o to
30o decreased the magnitude and range of the cutting force components (Fy and Fx),
and the resultant cutting force (FR), but did not affect the cutting force component Fz
significantly. However, increasing the helix angle (𝛾) from 30o to 35o did not
significantly affect any of the cutting force components.
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